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Preface

With pleasure we present the Proceedings of the Miniconference

held at NIKHEF-K (formerly IKO) Amsterdam, 19 and 20 Nov. 1981;

"THE STUDY OF FEW BODY SYSTEMS

WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBES"

We have organized this conference for two reasons. First,

the few body systems are the traditional testing ground for

fundamental concepts in nuclear physics, such as the nucleon-

nucleon interaction, three body forces, meson exchange

currents, the quark structure of nuclei. Therefore a

conference on few body systems is of general interest to

everybody involved in nuclear physics. The second reason is

of a more local nature; our institute is now starting a

scientific program with its new 500 MeV, 2^-10% duty factor

electron accelerator. We feel that our experimental facilities

allow us to contribute to the study of few body systems with

electromagnetic probes. We have a high resolution electron

spectrometer and a large solid angle spectrometer for hadrons.

Important for the study of few body targets is the fact that

our design specifications — the relatively high duty factor

of the accelerator and the good figures of merit of the

spectrometers — were chosen to allow coincidence experiments

• t an advanced level.

The expectation is that these Proceedings will be received as

a document which contains presently available knowledge as

well as a forecast of the direction in which theoretical

as well as experimental research on few body systems with

the electromagnetic probes will develop.

We thank all thf? speakers for their contributions and the

participants for stimulating discussions.

J.H. Koch
C. de Vries
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PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
OF DEUTERON BREAK-UP BY ELECTRONS

Hartmuth Arenhovel

Institut flir Kernphysik
Johannes Gutenberg-Universitat

D-6500 Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany

1. Introduction

One-nucleon knock-out reactions like (e,e'p) and (p,2p) are stu-
died in order to determine the one-nucleon spectral function, i.e., the
energy and momentum distribution of a bound nucleón in a nuclear system.
The ideal experiment would be to remove instantaneously a single nucleón
of given energy E and momentum p by a weak probe so that the impulse ap-
proximation is valid and no distortion effect influences the outgoing nu-
cleon (see fig. 1). In practice this is never fulfilled. However, in the

quasi-free scattering domain it is to
be expected that the distortions are
small and can be handled so that the
simple interpretation in terms of a
spectral function remains approxima-
tely valid.

By now a wealth of data has been accu-
mulated mainly for light and medium
weight nuclei yielding an impressive
verification of the nuclear shell
structure. For reviews I refer to re-
cent talks given by J. Mougey ' and
S. Turck-Chieze2). On the other hand

some serious problems concerning total strengths and sum rule predictions
using the experimentally determined spectral function have shown up which

IA>

Fig. 1: The (e,e'p) process in
the plane wave impulse approxi-
mation (PWIA).



seem to be related to violations of the separation hypothesis of the cross
section into an elementary cross section and the spectral function on
which the experimental analysis is based even though some distortion ef-
fects have been accounted for. This has been discussed recently by S.
Boffi ' in some detail.

Even for the lightest nucleus, the deuteron, it seemed that con-
siderable strength was missing when the first though preliminary data on
d(e,e'p) from Saclay became available ' as was evident in an analysis by
Kingma and Dieperink ' in which the deuteron momentum distribution has
been extracted. This has been discussed by Dieperink ' at the last Amster-
dam "mini-conference" three years ago. In the meantime the final analysis
of the data has been published ' showing some differences to the prelimi-
nary one but still seemingly missing about 18 per cent of the total
strength. Furthermore, a more detailed theoretical analysis is now avail-
able } based on the work of W. Fabian and myself ', which allows an exact
calculation of the coincidence cross section within the non-relativistic
framework but including meson exchange currents (MEC) and isobar confi-
gurations (IC).

The deuteron is at present the only case, where the quality of
the impulse approximation on which the above mentioned analysis has been
based can be checked against an exact calculation. To this end I will
first shortly review the basic formalism in section 2 and then compare in
detail the Saclay experiment to various theoretical calculations in sec-
tion 3. In the last section 4 I will discuss possible future experiments
with special emphasis on isobar excitation.

2. General formalism

In the one-photon exchange approximation the general expression
for the differential cross section is given by

da = - * L - 64{Pf-P1-q)(kll-k;+kv.k¿-k-k' g u v ) T ^ (1)
qv ko ko



where

Pf | Jv(0) | P1 >• < Pf | 5V(O) | P1 > . (2)

Here, k and k' denote the four-momenta of incoming and outgoing electron,
q = k - k1 the four-momentum transfer, P. and P^ the four-momenta of in-
itial deuteron and final n-p system, respectively, and J the current ope-

rator of the two-nucleon system. Usually, the current matrix elements are
evaluated in the final n-p cm-system or antilab system '. Then one ob-
tains for the coincidence cross section in the lab system

where
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cos 2*5 1
is given in terms of kinematical functions describing the polarization den-
sity matrix of the exchanged virtual photon

poo = qv « 2 / 2 T Í = VL(9e>' pol = ^v= fa

and four nuclear structure functions f,,.(E^, q01", e^™), which are relat-
AA np np

ed to the current matrix elements (for details see ref. 9). The meaning of
the various angles are explained in fig. 2.



Fig. 2: Geometry of d(e,e'p)n in the lab frame.

The Jacobian transforming the proton angular distribution from

the cm- to the lab-frame is given by

q L M L

(6)

ML = E n p + 2M, EL = ((M L) 2 +

Separating out the «^-dependence» we will also use the following notation

in order to distinguish between the contributions from longitudinal and

transverse polarization and interference terms.

d3a

dk' dk'
i TLT

a-j-p c o s

(7)

*npv

The «((-dependence can be used to determine the interference terms a L T and

Ojj. While oLy can be obtained from in-plane-experiments, e.g., at

<j> = 0° and 180°, the determination of a-r-r requires an out-of-plane measu-

rement, e.g., <(> = 90°.



The Born approximation (BA) is obtained by neglecting the final
state interaction between the outgoing proton-neutron pair. However, this
is not identical with the impulse approximation, which has been used in
refs. 5 and 7 expressing the coincidence cross section in terms of an ele-
mentary proton cross section in the lab frame multiplied by the deuteron
momentum distribution p(p).

, , , ,p(p) fdZL6(qL0- E¿-E¡¡ + Hd) (8)
,3 PWIA . (d a dcr

dk1 dfl. , dí2 d a ,

where
1 '

p(P) = - 7 ( l / dr r M 1*) J0(P
r)l + I / dr

ZTT

5)While Kingma and Dieperink ' used a completely non-relativistic proton
current, Bernheim et al. ' took a relativistic expression with a kinematic
off-shell modification. Only in the quasi-free kinematic, i.e., proton mo-
mentum parallel to the momentum transfer q, these three approximations
agree within a few per cent but show considerable differences for other di-
rections as will be shown in the following section.

3. Analysis of the Saclay d(e,e'p) experiment

The Saclay experiment has been performed for two different kinema-
tics in order to cover a wide range of initial proton (or recoil neutron)
momenta from 5 to 335 MeV/c. Kinematics I is in the quasi-free region with
initial proton momenta ranging from 5 to 175 MeV/c and kinematics II off
the quasi-free region with momenta from 155 to 335 MeV/c. They are schema-
tically shown in fig. 3.

The experimental results on the coincidence cross section are
displayed in fig. 4 together with our calculation which includes final
state interaction (Reid soft core), n-meson exchange currents (MEC) and A-
isobar configurations (IC) in the impulse approximation. The calculation
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Fig. 3: The two kinematics of the Saclay experiment '.
I: k = 500 MeV/c, k1 =395 MeV/c, Ql = 59°
II: k = 500 MeV/c, k1 = 353 MeV/c, &\ = 44.4°
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is completely non-rela-
tivistic (for details
see ref. 9) except for
the kinematics and a
relativistic correction
to the nucleón form fac-
tors (G

E/M * G E / M

l/2
E / M E / M

(1 + qV4M)~l/2) as pro-
posed by Friar ' to in-
clude effectively the
Darwin-Foldy term.

The agreement between
experiment and theory
is quite satisfactory
for both kinematics.
This can be seen in fig.
5 in greater detail
where I have plotted the
ratio experiment to the-
ory. For the kinematics

I in contrast to kinematics II the data seem to be on the average about
7 per cent too low but considering the systematic uncertainties it is cer-

100 200 n'[McV/c!300

Fig. 4: Differential cross section for
d(e,e'p)n as function of recoil momentum n1.
Data from ref. 7. Full curves:theory includ-
ing MEC and IC.

400



100 nTMeV/d 200 300

Fig. 5: Ratio of experiment to to-

tal theory and of normal theory

(N) and meson exchange (N + MEC) to

total (T = N + MEC + IC).

tainly premature to draw any conclu-

sions fromthisfact at present. Also

plotted in fig. 5 are the ratios of

the normal theory (N) without expli-

cit MEC contributions but some im-

plicit by using Siegert's theorem '

and normal plus explicit MEC to the

theory including both MEC and IC.

For the kinematics I the contribu-

tions from MEC and IC are very small

at low momentum as expected for qua-

si-free scattering but increase to

about 8 per cent for MEC and 15 per

cent for MEC + IC at the highest mo-

mentum of 185 MeV/c. The interaction

effects are considerably larger for

the kinematics II.They increase from about 8 per cent at the lowest momen-

tum to about 54 per cent. This is to be expected from the systematics of

the relative importance of these effects for the inelastic transverse form

factor discussed in the next section and shown in fig. 8.

For the theoretical results

of fig. 4 it was not necessary to

apply any renormalization in con-

trast to the analysis of Bernheim

et al. ', where the theoretical

momentum distribution of the deu-

teron had to be multiplied by a

factor 0.82 to 0.84 depending on

the wave function model in order

to fit the "experimentally" de-

termined distribution. This miss-

ing strength, however, is an ar-

tefact of the analysis as becomes

obvious from fig. 6, where the
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ratios are plotted of the various plane wave impulse approximations to the
normal theory including final state interaction. In particular, the PWIA
of Bernheim et al. ' overestimates considerably the cross section and,
thus, is responsible for the missing strength. It is quite interesting to
note that even for the quasi-free kinematics I the PWIA is only reliable
up to 5 per cent in the forward direction. For the kinematics II the PWIA
is not reliable at all, since one is off the quasi-free region and the
various PWlA's give quite different answers.

In order to compare the experimental distribution with theory, I
have corrected the distribution
of ref. 7 with the ratio PWIA/T
and plotted in fig. 7 together
with the theoretical p(p) ob-
tained with the Reid soft core
potential. The quality of the
agreement corresponds to the

one in fig. 4. Since for the
2

total strength p p(p) is the
proper quantity I have also
plotted it in fig. 7. It is
obvious that there is no se-
rious discrepancy within the
present experimental accuracy.
If one may generalize this fai-
lure of the PWIA concerning
the total strength to complex
nuclei, it appears that the
missing strength mentioned in
the introduction has the same
origin.

100 p[MeV/c] 200 300
Fig. 7: Deuteron momentum distribution
for the Reid soft core potential. Data
from ref. 7 corrected for final state
interaction, MEC and IC.



4. Outlook

The foregoing analysis of the d(e,e'p)n process has clearly de-
monstrated how much detailed information one can obtain on the structure
of the n-p system from such experiments. Up to now, they have been very
difficult to perform and limited in many aspects due to the low duty cyc-
le. The new high duty cycle machines will improve upon the experimental
conditions considerably and it is worthwhile to study the question in
which kinematic region such coincidence experiments should be done and
what kind of information we can expect.

The major objective of the Saclay experiment has been to deter-
mine the momentum distribution in the deuteron. For this the quasi-free
region is best suited because final state interaction and interaction
currents have a very small effect, particularly at higher momentum trans-
fer. On the other hand, if one wants to study final state interaction and
interaction currents (MEC and IC) one has to go off the quasi-free region.
This is first demonstrated in fig. 8 for the transverse form factor

..cm
np (10)

with respect to the relative importance of interaction currents9^. The

Fig. 8: Contour plot of the changes {%) of the transverse
form factor fT by interaction effects (MEC and IC).
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two interesting regions are at low excitation energy but increasing momen-
tum transfer, where MEC (essentially TT-MEC) dominate and at lower momentum
transfer but increasing excitation energy, where IC become more and more
important (see also refs. 8 and 12).

At the last Saclay Symposium ' I have given a systematic survey
p

on the structure functions along various paths in the q -E -plane. I will
now concentrate on that region, where IC show up. These affect mainly the
transverse structure functions f-,-, and f_ii» while f and f j are much
less sensitive to interaction currents. Therefore, I show only f^ and
f ,, along E__/MeV = 60q2/fm~2 in figs. 9 and 10. At small E f n is al-_n along E /MeV = 60q2/fm"2 in figs. 9 and 10. At small E i n

most isotropic since Ml dominates. With increasing E a pronounced mini-
mum between 90° and 120° appears. Interaction currents show increasing im-
portance, in particular, IC when approaching the A-resonance region, where
the angular distribution becomes again more isotropic, since the A-resonan-
ce is excited through Ml. Very dramatic changes from MEC and IC show up in
the transverse interference function f_^ (fig. 10) leading to a sign chan-
ge at higher E . Certainly an ex-
perimental determination would be
very rewarding. But it needs an
out-of-plane measurement as men-
tioned before.

<n [fm]

Fig. 9: f n along E /MeV=
9 _» "r

60q /fm <L. Full curves without
and dashed ones with MEC and IC.

Fig. 10: f_ n along E n p

Notation as in fig. 9.
/MeV=60q2/fm"2.
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1Ó5

dk'
[>ib/sr2MeV]

k, =560MfV/c
k2-360McV/c
6e I2S»
E^,-m95MeV

BA

In order to explore this
region, there has been a recent pro-
posal at Saclay for a d(e,e'p)n ex-
periment at 560 MeV electron energy

= 179 MeV and (q c m ) 2 = 1.66

33.1 123.1 Q L roí
P

Fig. 11: d(e,e'p)n cross section
for Saclay proposal.

with E
fm . The expected cross section is
shown in fig. 11 with and without
explicit interaction effects and for
the Born approximation, which fails
badly. The contributions from the
interaction currents are quite sub-

r2 Mev]

333

Fig. 12: The various contributions to the cross section of fig. 11.
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stantial. Since they are dominantly of transverse character they show up
mainly in the transverse structure functions or cross sections oj and a T T

as can be seen in fig. 12, where the four different contributions as de-
fined in eq. (7) are plotted separately. I would like to point out that
the interference terms a, j and a-r-r are almost an order of magnitude smal-
ler than a, and a-r. Thus, a determination will not be easy.

Finally, I show in fig. 13 a prediction in the A-resonance region
for a squared momentum transfer (qcm) - 5 fm" . The various contributions
look similar like in fig. 12 but the isobar effects are more pronounced.
However, one should keep in mind that in this calculation real pion pro-
duction is not included. But I think that the qualitative behaviour is sa-
tisfactorily described, even though some details may be changed if we im-
prove upon our treatment. In any case, the exploration of the A-region in
electron scattering is very promising.

10~5

,ó6

Id7

• \ \

V

L

dk'Jfl

d3<rT

dk'dflL

\ » + MEOIC

\ \N*MEC \ ^ ^

\ \
\ N

N\

[,
1 1 t r

Hi!

y'

^N*MEC*IC

ib/sr2MeVrV

N*MEC*IC

28¿ 118.6 28.4

Fig. 13: The various contributions to the d(e,e'p)n cross section for
k = 741 MeV/c, k1 = 3 8 0 MeV/c, QlQ = 40° (E n p = 300 MeV, ( q

c m ) 2 = 5 fm" 2 ) .
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TENSOR POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

IN ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM THE DEUTERON

W. Turchinetz*

Bates Linear Accelerator Laboratory

Department of Physics & Laboratory For Nuclear Science

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

"This apparently innocent measurement is

experimentally complicated and has not

yet been performed"

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for measurements of tensor polarizations in

elastic electron-deuteron scattering was first pointed out in
2)1962 by Gourdin ' in his thesis and then repeatedly, over the

years, with increasing urgency as the theory of the deuter-

on 's structure and its form factors has become more complex.

To date no such measurements have been performed with elec-

trons, but recent progress in the development of polarized

beams and targets as well as a high efficiency deuteron

tensor polarimeter have made a number of different such ex-

periments possible in the near future. At Bates an experiment

to measure a tensor polarization of the recoil deuterons fol-

lowing elastic scattering of an unpolarized beam from an

unpolarized target is in preparation and should run next

year. Also at Bates there is in the planning phase an ex-

periment to measure the vector polarization of the recoil

following the scattering of polarized electrons. At Bonn an

experiment is planned to measure the asymmetry in the scat-

tering of polarized electrons from a vector polarized target.

And finally I have heard that at Novosibirsk some thought is

being given to the possibility of measuring the scattering

from a polarized-beam internal target of the beam circu-

lating in one of the storage rings. Unfortunately I have no

detailed information on these last two projects.

*Work supported in part by DOE Contract #EY-76-C-02-3069.
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This talk is organized as follows. In Section 2

there is a summary of the relations between the observables,

cross-sections and polarizations, and the deuteron form fac-

tors. Some recent theoretical questions are also mentioned

there. Section 3.1 contains a description of the experi-

mental design at Bates to measure the tensor polarization,

and Section 3.2 an outline of the spin-transfer option. In

Section 4 there are some comments on the outlook for the

future and recommendations for further work.

2. THEORETICAL SUMMARY

With the assumptions of the first Born approximation

and the relativistic and gauge invariance of the electromag-

netic interaction, the cross section for the electron scat-

tering from the deuteron is found to have the following

general form:

where Q
2 '"

ida» = el
 c o s 2Wltott 4E2

 s i n , | i + | | s i n2 |

and where E is the incident energy of the electron, 8 is the

scattering angle of the electron, M¿ is the deuteron mass,

and e is the charge of the electron.

A(q2) and B(q2) are functions of relativistically

invariant phenomenological form factors of the deuteron.

Corrections to this approximation would show up as departures

from the linearity in the Rosenbluth plot, a difference in the

cross section for e~ and e scattering, and/or a vector polar-

ization (normal to the scattering plane) in the recoil part-

icle. These corrections have been estimated theoretical-

ly ' ' and tested experimentally on the proton ' ' and have

been found to be negligible.
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With the added assumption of time-reversal in-

variance it is found that a particle of spin 1 has three

form factors: F (q2) , F (q2) and F (q2), the electric mono-

pole and quadrupole and magnetic dipole respectively. In

terms of these form factors we may write:

A(q2) = F2(q2) + f n2F2(q2} + | ̂ ¿(q 2) (3)

B(q2) = | n(l-Hi)F¿(q2) (4)

where n = q2/4M¿.
8)

An experimental attempt ' to detect a possible time-

reversal violation in e-d scattering by measuring the trans-

verse vector polarization of the deuteron has failed to find

any significant T violation.

Evidently a Rosenbluth plot will separate the

electric from the magnetic form factors but cannot separate

the electric into its monopole and quadrupole components.

As mentioned above, polarization measurements are required

to effect this separation.

The importance of this separation has beem em-

phasized repeatedly and may be seen in Figure 1 where is

plotted A(q2) as calculated ' using non-relativistic wave

functions derived from the Hamada-Johnston potential, and
9)Figure 2 where this form factor is compared with data . In

Figure 1 we see that A is dominated at low q by F_, above

q - 3 fra ' by FQ, and that the contribution from FM is small

everywhere. Figure 2 is instructive in its demonstration

that within the experimental uncertainties: 1) the H-J wave

functions provide an acceptable description of A(q 2),

2) that relativistic corrections are probably under control,

3) that the uncertainty in the isoscalar nucleón form factor

is a serious obstacle to the comparison between theory and

experiment, and 4) that the meson-exchange corrections which
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were available in 1969 were probably incorrect. Similar
9)conclusions follow from comparisons with other "realistic"

models of the N-N interaction.

10
-7

CONTRIBUTIONS TO A (qz)

Totol

Fig. 1: Contributions

to A(qz) from terms

involving the charge,

quadrupole moment, and

magnetic moment form

factors of the deuter-

on. The contributions

correspond to the terms

F¿(q2), |n2F¿(q2), and
•=TI F2(q2) respectively.

The Hamada-Johnston

wavefunction was used

in these predictions.

(Taken from Ref. 9)
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HAMADA - JOHNSTON

Fig. 2: Ratio of experimental measurements of A(q2) to the

theoretical predictions using the wave functions of Hamada

and Johnston. The theoretical predictions do not include

meson exchange or relativistic corrections. These latter

effects are indicated by showing the ratio of the corrected

to the uncorrected theory. The dash-double dot curve in-

cludes the meson exchange corrections, whereas the dash-dot

curve includes the relativistic corrections. A rho-gamma-

pi coupling constant corresponding to a width of 0.5 MeV

was used in the predictions of the meson exchange correc-

tion. The dashed band indicates a one-standard-deviation

uncertainty in G e s arising from the errors in the parameters

of the fit to the nucleón form factor data. (Taken from

Ref. 9)
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In the decade since the work of Reference 9, much

theoretical effort has been devoted to studies of

^10,11,12,13) r e l a t i v i s t i c effects14'15'16) and most
17 18 19)

recently to quark degrees of freedom ' ' in the

deuteron structure and the EM form factors. Presumably a

theory of the deuteron based on QCD is the sword to cut the

Gordian knot '. In the interim there is much contro-

versy ' ' concerning the uniqueness and consistency of the

available prescriptions for isoscalar MEC and its relation to

relativistic effects. I expect that we shall hear about

these problems from Professor Tjon this afternoon.

Examination of these theoretical results shows that

not only is it important to improve the experimental accuracy

in measurements of the differential cross sections and the

isoscalar nucleón form factor, but that it is essential to

separate F and FQ.

The most complete and "transparent" description of

the connection of the polarization observables for electron
21)scattering from a spin 1 system has been by Schildnecht

(see also Reference 22). These general relations have been

evaluated for specific experimental cases which will be dis-

played in the appropriate places in the following sections.

3. SOME POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Unpolarized Beam, Unpolarized Target, Detection of

Polarization of Recoil Deuterons

In this case only tensor polarizations appear, and

according to References 12 and 22 they may be written as

follows:

tao = (/aNr^fn^Q + fnFcFQ + |nF¿(%+ (1+T)) tan
2 |) ] (5)

t2ii = (/IN)"1 [±2r)(e-Ti)tan | FMFQ] (6)

(7)
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where

e = |p|/MD and N = A + B tan2 ^

Evidently both t2o and t2i can provide new information while

t2 2 is redundant. Over the range of q2 available at Bates

and at 0 sufficiently far forward, the term in t2o involving

F2 is negligible, and we may rewrite t2o as follows:

t20 = -/2 X(X+2)/(l+2X
2) (8)

o
where X = -jn F /F .

In this form it is easy to see that t2o is independent of the

nucleón's form factor; also, when F =0, t2o has the value

-1//2. Figures 3 and 4, taken from Reference 12, show the

sensitivity of t2o to different models of the deuteron. In

Figure 3 we see that for "realistic" NN interactions, the

small differences predicted in t2o in the impulse approxima-

tion become even smaller when MEC are taken into account.

This reflects the fact that most "realistic" NN interactions

yield much the same result for both F and F . Thus, in the

context of this class of potentials, measurements of t2o will

test the MEC. Figure 4 shows the predictions of two sep-

arable potentials compared with the Paris potential. The

Graz potential has a very soft core and yields a charge form

factor F_, rather similar to that given by the addition of a
17)6 quark component to a "realistic" wave function. In

these cases, there is no change in the sign of F^ in this
1 A. \

region of q2. Coester and Osterbee ' also consider more

"exotic" possibilities which yield values of t2o outside the

range shown in Figure 3. It should be remarked that the

Graz potential gives a fit to the data for A(q2) which is; as

good as that given by more "realistic" potentials. Thus

data on t2 0/ particularly in the region of q2 above about

10 fm 2, will serve considerably to limit the range of

theoretical possibilities.
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O.!

CALCULATIONS OF ^ FOR "REASONABLE"

N - N MODELS

ONE-PHOTON EXCHANGE
• MESON-EXCHANGE
CURRENTS

\o

-0.1

-1.0

-1.5

REID
BONN
PARIS

Fig. 3: Expected values of

t2o as a function of momen-

tum transfer, q. The

results are for reasonable

N-N models. The sensitiv-

ity of t2o to isoscalar

meson exchange currents

is large above q = 4 fm"1.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED ^ FOR PARIS

AND TWO SEPARABLE POTENTIALS

ONE-PHOTON EXCHANGE Fig. 4: Expected values

of t2o for two separable

potentials and for a

reasonable model (Paris).

(See Reference 12)

-1.5"-
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The major experimental problems are evident from

Table I where we show some relevant quantities evaluated

numerically for the range of q2 which will become available

at Bates with the recirculated beam energy of 700 MeV.

TABLE I

E0(MeV) 6D q2 E D d2a/dfle dS^ D / H 0 U R

9 =90° fm~2 MeV 10~30cm2sr~1 dfi_.

200 42.1 1.85 19.7 3.2 x 10"2 3.18 2 x 108

400 39.5 6.77 72.2 4.6 x lo"1* 3.58 3 x 106

600 37.1 14.01 149.3 1.4 x 10~s 4.02 1 x 105

700 36.1 18.33 195.4 3.15 x 10"6 4.23 2 x 10*

Rates are calculated for 3 cm long D2O target

SI- ~ 20 msr SI- ~ 7 msr
hi u

9e = 90° I a v e = 80 yA

At low q the cross section is high enough so that reasonable

data rates may be achieved with a gas target, and the ulti-

mate precision one can expect to achieve is determined by

the systematic uncertainties in the polarimeter. At high q

not only is the cross section so small that one must use a

complex target, such as D2O, to achieve reasonable data

rates, but the recoil deuterons must be slowed down by ab-

sorbers to reduce the energy to the range where the

analyzing power of the polarimeter (see below) is known.

The former adds background in the form of deuterons pro-

duced in oxygen and more protons of the same momentum as

the deuterons of interest, and the latter adds to the un-

certainty in the analyzing power owing to straggling in the

slowing-down of the deuterons and to the complexity of the

deuteron channel.
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In order to reduce to a minimum the influence of

these and other possible sources of background, we intend to

take advantage of the kinematic correlation between the

scattered electrons and the recoil deuterons, and to tag the

deuterons in the polarimeter channel by detecting the elas-

tically scattered electrons in the 100-inch spectrometer

which is under construction at Bates at present. This

instrument will have a solid angle of about 20 msr and a

resolution initially of about 1% which is adequate for this

experiment. Using coincidence tagging will reject deuterons

and protons from photoreactions and, owing to the reaction

kinematics and nuclear-binding energies, will also reject

protons and deuterons from (ee'p) and (ee'd) knockout.

Since the path lengths for rays from different regions of

the spectrometer solid angle are the same within 30 cm,

coincidence-resolving times of a few nanoseconds can be used,

and the random coincidence rate will depend on room back-

ground and detector shielding. Preliminary tests show that

such background effects are small.

To match the 20 msr solid angle of the electron

spectrometer, only 6 msr is required for the deuteron

channel. The absorbers used to reduce the deuteron energy

will increase by multiple scattering the angular spread of

the deuteron beam and hence the required solid angle. The

design objective is 10 msr. There is considerable flexi-

bility possible in the optical design of this channel, and

its final configuration is yet to be determined. For the

initial measurements, in the range of q2 below about 14 fm 2,

we intend to use a simple QQD configuration where the quad-

rupoles are two 8NQ16 borrowed from Argonne and the dipole

is one of several in the Bates inventory.

The deuteron channel has been assembled and tested

and meets the requirements of this experiment, while the
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assembly of the 100-inch spectrometer is scheduled for

completion in the next few months. A prototype water-fall

target has been tested in the beam, and there appears to be

no serious obstacle to producing a laminar flow of D20

which will be thin in the direction of the outgoing deuterons

and thick in the direction of the incident electrons.

For a series of experiments at LAMPF, high-

efficiency, large-aperture deuteron polarimeters have been

constructed '. The efficiency, tensor-analyzing power and

active area of the first polarimeter were 1.5 x 10~", T2o =

-0.60 and 80 cm2. This polarimeter was successfully used

for the first measurement of t¡o of the recoil deuteron

in ir-d elastic scattering. The polarimeter, shown schemati-

cally in Figure 5, makes use of the 3He(d,p)*He reaction at

forward angles and below 15 MeV, where the cross section and

tensor-analyzing power are known to be large. The entrance

window for the deuteron beam and the first scintillator de-

grade the energies of the deuteron from - 4 0 MeV to ~ 15 MeV.

The thickness of the 3He gas was chosen to be the range of a

15 MeV deuteron. A stainless steel foil was located at the

end of the active volume to eliminate deuterons which are not

stopped in the 3He gas. The protons from the JHe(d,p)

reaction are identified by the final dE/dx-E scintillators.

The quantity that is measured is the efficiency e of the

polarimeter for a deuteron beam of arbitrary polarization

t2o. This efficiency is related to t2o in the following

manner:

e = eo (1 + t2oT2o) (9)

Here eo, the efficiency for an unpolarized beam, and T20

were determined in a separate calibration procedure using

the polarized deuteron beam facility at the Berkeley 88"

cyclotron. The results of that calibration are shown in
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Figure 6. At Berkeley, the values of eo and T20 were

determined as a function of position and angles of incidence

of the deuteron beam on the front window of the polarimeter.

Both e0 and T20 were found to change very slowly with these

variables except near the extreme edges of the window. In

the ir-d experiment, two x-y wire chambers were located in

front of the polarimeter in order to determine the location

and angle of incidence of each event. It turned out that

this represented only a small change in t2o (~ 0.01) from

using the eo and T2o measured at normal incidence and the

center of the window.

L.S.A. e"
SPECTROMETER

TO BEAM DUMP

TARGET/

0.01" Ti
WINDOW

DIPOLE

WCI
W C 2 Si (Li)

WEDGE ABSORBER
PERTURE

DIPOLE

SEGMENTED E
"OUNTER

-VETO
COUNTER

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of a possible

experimental arrangement for measuring t2o^

The 3He(d,p) polarimeter, developed for ir-d

scattering is shown schematically. (See

References 23, 24, and 27)
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-1.0
40 42

DEUTERON ENERGY (MeV)
44

Fig. 6: Calibration of the polarimeter efficiency

eo and tensor analyzing power T20 as a function of

the deuteron energy. Repeated measurements are

shown to demonstrate the level of consistency in

the calibration. The errors are statistical. The

curves are a guide to the eye. (See Reference 24)
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The second polarimeter had an efficiency of about

1.2 x 10""* and an analyzing power T2o of about -0.9. An

estimate is given in Table II of the uncertainties expected

at Bates in t2o, at low q and moderate q, based on experi-

ence at LAMPF.

TABLE II

CONTRIBUTIONS TO tzo ERROR

Item q2=4fm2 q2Sl2fm2

No. Error Error

1 Statistics in e 0.016 0.040

2 Statistics in T20 0.02-0.04 0.02-0.04

3 Statistics in eo 0.03 0.026

4 T20 Absolute Calibration 0.03-0.05 0.03-0.05

Other Effects 0.036 0.036

TOTAL IN QUADRUTURE 0.03-0.05 0.07-0.09

In addition to the tests mentioned above, on the

deuteron channel and the water-fall target, the "front end"

of the polarimeter has been tested at Bates mainly for back-

ground tolerance in the electron beam environment and has

been found to be satisfactory. Despite the considerable

accomplishment in achieving the properties of this type of

polarimeter, the efficiency, of the order of lO"1*, is small

and its operating energy, 30-40 MeV, is low when compared

with the needs of the higher q measurement. More efficient

detection of vector polarization is possible, and with the

recent development of high-intensity polarized electron

beams this has become an attractive possibility (see also

Reference 27 for a discussion of high q requirements).
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3.2 Measurements of Vector Polarization of Recoil

Deuterons from unpolarized Target Irradiated by Polarized

Electrons

As shown in Reference 15 the vector polarization of

recoil deuterons following elastic scattering of polarized

electrons has two components as follows.

•in F_)tan ^ 8 (10)
3 Q 2

Np = 4n/(l+n) d+nsin2 6) F2 tan s sec ^ (11)
z 3 2 M 2 2

The coordinate system (Figure 7) has z along q, y along

kn x k_, and x completing a right-handed system. With un-

polarized electrons, both p and p would be very small

owing to parity conservation, and p is negligible in the

one-photon exchange approximation, as discussed above.' ' '

In Figure 8 (taken from Reference 15) we show p evaluated

for a recent model of the deuteron wave functions; p adds
15) ^

no new information. Arnold et al have discussed a

number of interesting possible experimental strategies to

measure not only p but also the tensor moments discussed

above. Using 12C as an analyzer for q2 near 14 fm~2, a

particularly simple procedure seems possible. We may

write the detection efficiency e of the polarimeter for

a polarized beam of deuterons as follows.
E = eo[l + ôtp A sin<f>2 + 2t2iT2 icos4>2 + t 2 0T 2 0 +

2t22T22cos 2<J>2] (12)

Where eo is the detection efficiency for unpolarized

deuterons, a is the polarization of electron beam and the

lower case refers to polarization moments of the deuterons
28)

and the upper case the analyzer. Baldwin et al have

measured these analyzing powers for 1 2C and found for
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Electron Scattering
Plane

Secondary Scattering
Plane

Fig. 7: Definition of electron scattering,

recoil particle, and second scattering co-

ordinate systems. The recoil coordinates

xz are in the electron scattering plane.

(See Reference 22)

deuteron energies in the 90-150 MeV energy range that T2o

and T22 were undetectable. Their experiment was unable to

separate T21 from the vector analyzing power A, but they

give a plausibility argument for T2i = 0. If this is so,

then Equation 12 reduces to:

e = eo(l + I apxAysin<f>2) (13)

In this case a measurement with unpolarized electrons yields

e0, and with polarized electrons one gets p directly. A

simple left-right polarimeter would be suitable in this

case, as used in Reference 8, for example. Such a polarim-

eter can be built with eo ~ 10~
2 quite easily with A in

the range 0.25 - 0.5. This possibility is being studied at
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L—J^

Fig. 8: Recoil deuteron

polarization components

a) Px, b) p z, c) p x z,

d) p z z, and e) (Pxx-Pyy)

at selected values of

Q2 versus electron scat-

tering angle 9 for one

choice of deuteron model,

HM3 (Ref. 33). These

results were calculated

relativistically using

the formulas of Ref. 15

and a "best fit" to the

nucleón form factors.

The electron polariza-

tion is 1.0. Note, the

vertical scale for

component p is a factorz z
of five larger than that

for the other components.

(See Reference 22)

0 40 80 120 160
0 (cleg) _

Bates for the higher q part of the range in Table I. At

higher energies, near 400 MeV deuterons, x2C has been
29Ífound to have significant tensor analyzing power. There

is no information on the analyzing power between 150 and
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400 MeV. Since high-intensity polarized electron beams

(50-100 MA) with reasonable polarization, a - 0.4, are

being developed at Bates and elsewhere, this possibility

should be pursued vigorously. Unfortunately, to in-

terpret data on p alone will require information on the

nucleón's form factor.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It will probably not be twenty more years before

the first experimental separation of F and F is

achieved. Measurements of t2o with the Argonne polarimeter

at Bates in the range of q2 below about 14 fm 2 will

probably run in mid 1982. With the anticipated uncertainty

of 0.05 - 0.07, this result will serve to identify or ex-

clude a pathological wave function (see Figure 4) but not

to distinguish between "realistic" wave functions

(Figure 3); nor even to detect very well the predicted

shift in the peak of t2o due to MEC. The most appropriate

method for higher q measurements is still not clear. One

could use the Argonne polarimeter by degrading the high-

energy deuterons to the energy range of the calibration.

The added systematic uncertainty would probably be ac-

ceptable in view of the large differences in t2o predicted

by different theories, but this possibility is not attrac-

tive due to the efficiency of the polarimeter which,

although the highest yet achieved, is low for this purpose.

The main obstacle to these measurements is the

paucity of the data base for deuteron analyzing power. A

systematic study has begun at Indiana and is being

proposed for SATURNE in the hope that more suitable

analyzers may be found. At SATURNE with the new polarized

beam it should be possible to improve the precision with
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*)ft 2Q \

which the analyzing power of 12C is known ' ; and to fill in

the gap in our information between 150 and 400 MeV.

As mentioned in the introduction, experiments are

also being planned using polarized targets. These have their

own problems : low tolerance to radiation and low polarizat-

ions (15-20% vector and about 1.5% tensor), thus requiring

also the use of polarized electron beams. Gas jet targets, to

date, have had low densities when polarized so that even with

the high circulating currents in storage rings the luminosity

is small. There is at present a growing interest and activity
32)in the development of such targets, and the situation could

change rapidly.
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RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN FEW NUCLEÓN SYSTEMS

J.A. Tjon

Institute for Theoretical Physics

Princetonplein 5, P.O. Box 80.006

3508 TA Utrecht, The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

Special relativity is expected to play a role in

nuclei when the constituent nucleons can have momenta of one

hundred MeV/c or more . At these momenta other degrees of

freedom than the nucleonic ones come also into play. In this

connection we may be reminded of the well known discrepancy

found in the elastic charge formfactor of He between the ex-

periment and nonrelativistic calculations with realistic two-
2

nucleón interactions . One possible reason is the presence of

isobaric and mesonic exchange currents (MEC). Some simple

estimates have been made of these effects using a pertur-

bational approach '. Various diagrams contributing to the

electromagnetic (e.m.) formfactors of the tri-nucleon system

are shown in fig. 1. Among these contributions the so called

pair excitation graph (Id) is the most important one.

In these calculations an effective two-body charge operator is

constructed using some static approximation for the corre-

sponding Feynman graphs and which is subsequently evaluated

between nonrelativistic tri-nucleon wavefunctions. Effects

like the Lorentz contraction of the wavefunction in the final

state due to the absorption of the photon are neglected.

Moreover, since the pion exchange also contribute signifi-

cantly to the nuclear force this may give rise to dynamical

corrections such as the modification of the nuclear fores and

the presence of effective three-nucleon forces. As a result,

it is not clear whether the estimate of a graph like (Id) is

reliable or complete. Therefore it is important to study this
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(la)

f I7T

(lb) (lc) (Id)

fig. 1

Isobaric (la) and mesonic exchange current contributions

(lb-d) to the e.m. formfactors of the tri-nucleon system.

problem within an approach where in principle the description

of the dynamics of the system together with the electro-

magnetic vertex can be given in a consistent way and which is

manifestly covariant.

Here I would like to review some work we have been

doing within a field theoretical framework. One of our main

objectives was to study the above mentioned questions in a

model which was simple enough to work out explicitly. In this

respect the simplest physical system in which those effects

already occur is the deuteron. A similar analysis of the pair
4)

excitation contribution yields also in this case a signifi-

cant correction to the e.m. formfactors of the deuteron as

can be seen from fig. 2 for the charge formfactor.
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0.01 -

0.001 -

fig. 2

Deuteron charge formfactor

from ref. 4.

Curve A: nonrelativistic

calculation with Reid soft

core interaction.

Curve B: including pair ex-

citation contribution.

2. The Bethe-Salpeter equation

A relativistic covariant description of the deuteron

can be given using the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for the

four point function. It can be schematically represented as

-tp1

trr.

irr.

The model we have chosen to study consists of the approxi-

mation that the set of irreducible graphs in the BSE is

replaced by a sum of one boson exchange which are taken to be
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the TI, p, at, 6, E and n. The structure of the BSE-states can

most easily be characterized with the aid of invariances. In

general, we expect a total number of 16 spin states because of

the four spinor character of each nucleón. If we limit our-

selves to parity conserving interactions the number reduces to

8 states. In view of rotational symmetry we may similar to the

nonrelativistic situation distinguish spin singlet (L=J, S=0),

uncoupled spin triplet (L=J, S=l) and coupled spin triplet

states (L=J-1, S=l) and (L=J+1, S=l). An additional invariance

is the so called exchange parity which corresponds to the

Pauli principle for identical fermions • Using the above

angular momentum states with a given spatial and exchange

parity as a complete set of intermediate states in the BSE one

obtains a coupled set of integral equations in two continuous

variables. In particular, for the deuteron channel we have the

following states.

n=l: 3S* n=2s 3D* n=3: 3S~ n=4: 3D~

n=5: XP® n=6: 3P° n=7: JP° n=8: 3P^

Here we have used the spectroscopic notation L̂ . , where the

quantum number p is the so called p-spin which distinguish

between positive and negative energy spinor states. The first

two states correspond to the nonrelativistic states, while in

states no. 3 and 4 there are two anti-nucleons present. The

remaining states are odd and even combinations of one nucleón

and one anti-nucleon states. In order that the states have

the same exchange parity the first six states should be even

in the zeroth component of the relative momentum p while the

last two should be odd in p .

Initially the resulting BSE has been solved using a

pseudo scalar (PS) interaction for the pion-nucleon

interaction . Due to the strong coupling between positive and

negative energy state components in such a theory no fit has

been found to the experimental phase shifts. Subsequently a

pseudo vector (PV) interaction was used with the result that a

good description could be given for most of the partial waves.
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Having obtained a reasonable fit at positive energies, the

properties of the deuteron could be studied . For energies

near the deuteron pole we may write for the T-matrix

U )

M P

where M D is the mass of theu deuteron and M its polarization.

fig. 3

Relativistic

impulse approxi-

mation for the

e.m. vertex of the

deuteron.

(3a) (3b)

In the relativistic impulse approximation the e.m. deuteron

current can be written as

<P'M' |JD|PM> =

ie

S(p,P)

W ( M'V,P) S^'IV

(p,P) (2)

where S is the two-nucleon propagator and r is the e.m.

vertex of the nucleón for which we used the on mass-shell form

given by

(3)

Notice that in calculating the relativistic graph we have

automatically included the pair excitation contribution since
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the wave function satisfies the homogeneous BSE and as a

result the diagram (3a) is the same as (3b), which contains

the pair term. Furthermore, it can readily be verified that

with our choice for the kernel of the BSE current conservation

is satisfied

qp <P'MI|JD|PM> = o . (4)

The e.m. formfactors of the deuteron can be determined by

calculating eq. (2) in the Breit frame

? + P*1 - o . (5)

Since the BSE is solved in the two-nucleon cm frame, boost

transformations were needed to obtain the proper BSE wave-

functions for eq. (2). In fig. 4 is shown the calculated

electric formfactor ( ). The result is also shown for

fig. 4

Various results for

the electric form-

factor of the

deuteron as dis-

cussed in the text.

20 30

q»-(fm-2)
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the case when we neglect the boost effects in the arguments

of the deuteron wavefunction and the negative energy state

contributions (---). If we compare our results with a non-

relativistic calculation with the Reid soft core interaction

(. . . .) we see from fig. 4 that the difference is small ex-

cept at high momentum transfer. Our calculated formfactors

indicate that the corrections to the nonrelativistic results

do not seem to be that large as originally found from the

usual MEC estimates.

3. The quasi-potential approach

To see more clearly what the possible origin is of

this difference we studied the same problem using the quasi

potential equations. In the ladder approximation a consistent

relativistically covariant description can be given both for

the two-nucleon system and its e.m. properties by assuming
8)

that one of the nucleons is on mass-shell (see fig. 5) . The
9)same calculations as for the BSE can be carried out . Also in

this case we find that the effects are much smaller than ex-

WITH

fig. 5

The relativistic impulse approximation for the e.m. vertex

using the Gross approximation, together with the dynamical

equations for the two-nucleon system. The second nucleón

is put on mass-shell, denoted by a x.
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pected from the conventional MEC considerations. Within the

quasi potential approach one may investigate in a pertur-

bational scheme what is precisely happening. A detailed

analysis shows that there are other contributions usually

neglected which tend to cancel the pair term. Depending on the

type of coupling used for the irN interaction the cancellation

mechanism turns out to be different. In a pseudo vector theory

it originates from a dynamical correction to the nuclear force,

due to the fact that the intermediate particle in the dynami-

cal equations is off mass-shell. The effective charge operator

for the pair term in the usual MEC calculation is obtained

from matrix elements between on mass-shell states. As a

consequence some part of the off-shell behaviour of the one

pion exchange has been neglected in such an estimate (see fig.0.

3 :

nonrelativistic MEC

dynamical correction

fig. 6

The relativistic e.m. vertex, decomposed in the non-

relativistic impulse approximation, MEC contribution and

a dynamical correction.
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The calculated results of the various

charge formfactor are shown in fig. 7

10 20

q2(fnrf2)

30

fig. 7

The MEC (•••)/ dynamical (- - -) and

total correction ( ) for PV

coupling. The sign of each curve is

given in brackets.

corrections to the

. The dynamical cor-

rection is not

present in a

pseudo scalar

theory, but in that

case due to the

strong coupling

between positive

and negative energy

states the contri-

bution from the

charge operator

between the nega-

tive energy state

components in both

initial and final

deuteron cannot be

neglected. This can

be understood by

noting that the

charge operator

between a positive

and negative energy

state is given in

the static approxi-

mation by

whereas between two negative energy states it is

(6)

(7)

which need not yield a a priori negligible contribution in
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spite of the smallness of the negative energy state components.

Explicit calculation of the correction from two negative

energy state components indeed gives a result which is of the

same order of

magnitude as tne

pair term, but with

opposite sign (see

fig. 8).

10 20
q2(fm-2)

30

fig. 8

Similar as in fig. 7 but for PS

coupling.

4. Concluding remarks

From these studies we have learnt that using proper

relativistic theories we can in principle compute for the

deuteron the corrections to the nonrelativistic results.

Calculations can in general be difficult, but they have the

advantage of being consistent. With respect to the tri-

nucleon system it would be very interesting to see whether
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the corrections from two negative energy state components also

tend to diminish the pair excitation contribution if we use a

Y_ interaction. In this case we would have two types of graphs

to evaluate (fig. 9). Some preliminary estimates indicate that

the second type gives a

small correction. Due

to the different iso-

spin structure it is

not clear whether a

sizable cancellation

would also take place

between the first

diagram in fig. 9 and

the pair term.

fig. 9

Contributions from the charge

operator between two negative

energy states in the tri-

nucleon system.

A situation where relativistic effects and the

negative energy state components of the deuteron wavefunction

may play an important role is in p-d backward scattering at

higher energies. The one nucleón exchange diagram has been

calculated recently in a relativistic covariant way and

sizable relativistic effects are found for the tensor polari-

zation above 500 MeV proton energy (fig. 10).

In the above analysis the negative energy state components of

the deuteron are neglected. Work is in progress to also

include these components.
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Fig. 10 Tensor polarization at 180 as a function

of proton lab energy using a non-relativistic and

relativistic calculation.
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PRESENT STATUS OF DIBARYONS

M.P. Locher

Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (SIN)

CH - 5234 Villigen, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION

In the present notes we try to assess the situation re-

garding dibaryons in the various channels with baryon number

two, emphasizing the problems and discussing in greater de-

tail the most recent developments since the Versailles Confe-

rence. One of the motivations for the present search of B=2

states is the possibility of colored subclusters for systems

with six quarks which cannot occur for ordinary baryons or

mesons. Extensive bag model calculations have been done main-

ly at MIT and in Nijmegen, we shall not describe them hnre.

Certainly, in view of the globally rather scarce direct evi-

dence for color, the existence of possibly narrow B=2 states,

related to the color degree of freedom must be explored. Spin

averaged cross sections for the NN system are singularly

smooth from threshold to intermediate energies (~lGeV), the

only bound state being the deuteron. It is therefore clear

that one has to look for more sophisticated signals involving

spin observation. Unavoidabley the signal to noise ratio will

be small and this induces severe experimental problems regar-

ding statistics, reproducibility and systematic errors. Cor-

respondingly difficult is the theoretical interpretation. In

addition to the NN-channel a simultaneous analysis of the

channels involving pions and photons is mandatory. In all the

channels the importance of the 3,3 resonance offers the possi-

bility of studying the A-N interaction. In particular, the

possibility of relativly narrow A-N resonances is an interes-

ting and long-standing problem of conventional dynamics
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independant of the color degree of freedom.

B=2 states have been studied mostly in the following re-

actions:

(1) NN mostly pp, some pd data

(2) pionic a) Ttd̂ -Trd

b) Trd-»-TTNN

C) pp->-TTd

d) pp-̂ irNN

(3) electromagnetic a) Yd-mp

b) Yd-̂ -dTT

c) Yd->-TTNN

Early indication for an unexpected structure in a spin

observable came from the deuteron photo-disintegration where

the recoil proton polarisation showed an anomaly . However,

with new data coming in, the situation is controversial at

present. See the summary in ref

NN SCATTERING

At the same time further evidence came from the Argonne
2)

experiments on total cross sections (Aa_ and Aa ) and angu-

lar distributions for polarized proton beams on polarized pro-

ton and deuteron targets. These data were analysed by phase
3) 4)

shifts and by forward dispersion relations . Three candi-

dates for dibaryons arose 1D_(2140), 3F,(2220) and 1G.(2430)
1 1

or So(2430). The D. structure can consistently be interpre-

ted as a threshold effect from A-production. Not much new has

to be reported for the G.. With regard to the F, we single

out the most recent results on Aa T L to illustrate the diffi-

culties of experiment and interpretation.
Fig. 1 shows the data at the time of the Versailles Con-

ference taken from the review as well as a recent
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evaluation of an unpublished Argonne run (empty squares) to

indicate the systematic uncertainties. The difference ,

Aa -Aa_, shown in fig.2, projects out the spin triplet contri-

bution and is input to the dispersion relation analysis. The

importance of the fluctuation of the data is obvious. The mea-

surement 7 ) of Aa at TRIUMF (full cirles in fig.l), e.g.,
2)

have the same shape as the combined Argonne (1978) and SIN

data , but they differ in normalisation. Unfortunately, the

data taken at LAMPF and SIN are restricted to the rising part

of Aa by the machine energies and upon forming the difference

(fig.2) it is not clear what the implications for the F_
6)

structure at 2.22 GeV are. The new set of data on Aa in

fig.l (empty sqares) rather adds to the confusion since the

third point at \fs = 2.26 GeV would have a strong influence

on the difference in fig.2. It therefore seems imperative to

measure the whole energy range for both quantities in the

same experiment to reduce systematic errors. Today, the natu-

ral place for this is Saclay.

With respect to the situation in the isospin zero channel

and for further information, see the review . Candidates for

1 = 0 resonances exist. However, since the experiments are

done on the deuteron it is necessary to rely heavily on the

findings in the isospin one channel.

PIONIC CHANNELS

Since the dibaryon candidates are highly inelastic in the

NN channel the remaining strength must go into the pionic

channels. So far most of the experimental and theoretical

efforts have concentrated on channels involving denterons. The

obvious advantage is two-body kinematics and relative ease of

calculation. The disadvantage is the smallness of the wd

channel width which is about 5 - 10% of the total width. This

number is supported both theoretically by a bag model
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calculation and phenomenologically by the constraints im-

posed by the peripheral part of the elastic ird differential

cross section (6<80 ) where the absence of oscillations

imposes f2 B + J S
1 ^ MeV. In the bag model the smallness of r

results mostly from the relatively high density of the six

quark bag (small RMS radius) which leads to a poor overlap

with the deuteron wave function. It follows that the width of

the continuum channel r „„ is large, of order 100 MeV. Recent-

ly a first set of unpolarized differential cross sections for

Trd-*"/rnp has been measured and a Faddeev type calcula-
14)tion has been made. The evidence regarding dibaryons from

the anaysis of these spin averaged quantities is not conclu-

sive yet.

THE TT-d ELASTIC CHANNEL

On the theoretical side this is the best studied pionic

case so far. Calculated background amplitudes are particular-

ly reliable in the forward hemisphere (6<80°), see 1 ' '

for the situation regarding the differential cross section.

The vector polarization it...

In this subsection we summarize the situation regarding

the vector polarization. Fig.3 illustrates the before men-

tioned stability of theoretical predictions for 6<70° for

various models:Faddeev calculation , Faddeev calculation
18) 19)

including pion absorption , Glauber model and impulse

approximation . The biggest uncertainty is the treatment

of pion absorption and affects mostly the backward hemisphere.

Dibaryon amplitudes have been admixed to the available
12)

Faddeev calculations in ref. (for more analysis and results

which include pion absorption, see . Each resonance of

spin J is described by a Breit-Wigner amplitude which
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contains the 2 x 2 matrix

_ I cos a sinacosa I

L'L . . 2 } _,_

^ sinacosa sin a / L ' L

as a factor due to the s'pin of the deuteron. L and L'are the

initial and final pion orbital momenta, respectively (L,L' =

L+l or J-l). The mixing parameter a is treated phenomenolo-

gically (a = 90° means upper coupling only). it can be

different for each resonance.

In fig. 4a we show the predictions for the vector pola-

rization at TTT = 143 MeV, admixing all three resonances with

the parameters given in the caption (standard set). This cal-
21)

culation preceeded the experiment . Clearly experiment ex-

cludes the upper D_ coupling (a = 90 , thin solid line) but

does not exclude lower coupling (a = 0 , dotted line). The

contribution from the upper two resonances is negligible at

this energy , see fig. 4b.

21)
At 256 MeV experiment shows strong oscillations and

so do the predictions for a = 90 , standard set (fig.5).

Analysing the theoretical calculation one finds that the

G. contributes about 2/3 to the oscillatory pattern and the
3F- about 1/3. With slight adjustments of resonance parame-

15) 3
ters the oscillations can be reproduced by a F, resonan-

*) 1 1

ce alone or by a G, resonance alone. The G. assignment

accommodates the observed backward hemisphere differential

cross section somewhat more easily.

*) Note that at 256 MeV the 3F (2220) amplitude is almost on

resonance and the real part vanishes. Since the polariza-

tion is sensitive to the real part, the standard F, con-
3

tributes little to the oscillations. If the F, is moved

to 2260 MeV strong oscillations are restored.
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What is needed most urgently, therefore, is measuring,

the energy dependence of the oscillations in it., which will

enable us to establish the resonances and locate their para-

meters. Such an energy dependance is shown in ref. . The

corresponding experiments are under way at SIN.

On the theoretical side we mention the Faddeev type cal-
22)

culation ref where the effects of an extra separable po-

tential for the NA interaction have been explored. In the

model space considered no oscillatory patterns for the vector

polarization have been found. Therefore, a model explaining

the oscillations at 256 MeV on the basis of conventional NA

dynamics has yet to be constructed.

The tensor polarization

First experiments on the tensor polarization have been
23)

reported in ref. . For experimental reasons the backward

direction was measured first and later the angular range ex-

tended down to 100 . Unfortunately, non-resonant theoretical

amplitudes are note reliable in the backward hemisphere due

to ambiguities in the treatment of pion absorption, binding

corrections etc. (see also the discussion of fig.3). In fig.6

we show the data at 142 MeV together with some theoretical
24)

calculations. The most recent measurement from ref. shows

a huge peak around 150°, very different from the trend of
23)

the data in ref. . The disagreement hinges, however, mostly

on the third point (-145°) of the measurement . Note that

there is almost complete orthogonality to theoretical calcula-

tions of any kind as well. The bandwidth of Faddeev type cal-

culations is small only as long as pion absorption is neglec-

ted (for 0< 80°). Admixing resonances (the dash-dotted curve

in fig.6 shows an example) is an unsafe procedure in the

backward hemisphere on such a basis. The sitiation regarding

the tensor polarization is therefore inconclusive but
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challenging. New efforts both on the experimental and theore-

tical side are required. Data in the forward hemisphere are

highly desirable since they are interpreted more readily. A

tensor polarized target which could provide such data in a

single scattering experiment would be a big step forward.

PION PRODUCTION pp+-»-d7r

The main difference compared to elastic ird scattering is

the absence of a peripheral part in the interaction. Theoreti-

cal amplitudes are therefore sensitive to the input everywhere
25)in the full angular range. Apart from phenomenological fits

and early perturbative calculations there is a coordinate

space coupled channel calculation ' and first results from

the unitary, coupled channel Faddeev type approach from the
18)

Lyon group . The last calculation is still somewhat preli-

minary but we show as an illustration the asymmetry Ayo
27)from in fig.7. The more advanced calculation, iterating

the small irN-waves is worse in comparison with experiment.

Since the theoretical amplitudes are still subject to

change we do not make any detailed comparison with existing
28)

data although we have calculated all spin observables by

admixing dibaryon resonances in the usual way. For the pur-

pose of illustration only we show in the next section some

model calculations at T p =799 MeV based on the Lyon group
*)partial waves (without the small irN-waves in the input) .

The point to be illustrated is the problem of the rela-

tive phase between background and resonant amplitudes. In the

calculations ' ' reported so far, dibaryon amplitudes

*) We are grateful to C.Fayard from the Lyon group for commu-

nicating these preliminary results.
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have been admixed in a unitary way to the background, but the

relative phase was fixed by the requirement that the 3,3

amplitude and the dibaryon amplitude, taken individually, are

dominantly imaginary at resonance. On general grounds, how-

ever, there is no constraint on the relative phase. Unitarity,

e.g., leads to no restrictions since eq.s (1) and (2) involve

far too many channels. The relative phase in each channel has

therefore to be treated as a parameter (unless one uses a mo-
22)del which completely determines the dynamics , including

the interaction which drives the dibaryon resonance). There

are, however, strong phenomenological constraints from the

simultaneous description of all experimental observables. In

the ird elastic channel, e.g., the differential cross section

is not allowed to oscillate in the forward hemisphere. (This
12)

is the case for the phase convention in ref. where the

relevant cross sections are shown). In what follows we show
29)

for the pp+Trd reaction what the variation of the relative

phase y does to the cross section and to the asymmetry A v o.

Two extreme cases are shown, y = o in fig.8 and y = 135 in

fig.9. The strongest oscillations occur for y = 135 in the

asymmetry (fig.9b) whereas the cross section has little struc-

ture in this case (fig.9a). For y = o the situation is re-

versed (fig.8). Clearly the effects of y are to a high degree

complementary and it will be possible to restrict the rela-

tive phase quite strongly in each channel from a combination

of experimental observables.

We would like to remark in conclusion that we have

stressed some of the particularly intriguing questions with

no attempt for completeness. References to earlier work and

further details can be found in the review papers ' '

It is clear that none of the problems can be solved isolated-

ly and all the coupled channels must be treated simultaneous-

ly to the highest possible degree of sophistication on the
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theoretical side. The signals are intrinsically small (big

effects in spin averaged observables would have been disco-

vered long before) and major experimental and theoretical

efforts are therefore needed. A better understanding of the

basic NNir interaction and the possible existence of some more

exotic ingrediants in the dynamics should be worth the effort.

We are grateful to Walter Grein for continuous help in the

preparation of these notes.
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Figure 1

The pp cross sections Aa
and Aa taken from ref.5j
with tne data from ref.6)
added (empty squares).
Full circles are data
from7) , empty cirles frorott),
open diamonds from Auer
(1978)2), open triangles
from?) and full diamonds
fromlO). Eye-guiding lines
are drawn.

2C 2.2 24 2.6

Figure 2

The pp cross section dif-
ference taken from5), open
circles7), full circles
ref.7)combined v/ith ref.8),
open triangles ref.9)with
ref.2),full triangles
ref,10)with ref. 2).

26
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Figure 3

Theoretical predictions
for the vector polariza-
tion itn for ird elastic
scattering from ref .16) at
TIT = 256 MeV.
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Figure 4 Calculated vector polarization (CM) for ird-ird with
the data from ref 21) . Figure a) : admixture of the
"standard set" of dibaryon resonances^' 1Do=2+

(2l40,r=75MeV), 3F3=3~ (2220,125) and
 1G4=4+(2430,

150) , all with IV^lOMeV. Figure b) : is without the
1D2 resonance.
- General curve coding: the thick solid line is for
no resonances. The remaining curves show the de-
pendence on the orbital mixing parameter eq.(4):
a=0° dotted line, a=45° dashed line, a=-45° dash-
dotted line and ot-9O° thin solid line.
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Fig. 5 Vector polarization
for ird elastic scattering from
ref. 12,15) and data from
ref. 21) at 256 MeV. Notation
and parameters as in fig. 4a)

90 75 60 45 30 15 %

O 30 60 90 120 150

Fig. 6 The tensor polarizat-
ion t2o (LAB) for ird elastic

2o
scattering at 142 MeV. The
figure is from ref. 24). The
eye guiding line through the
full circles are the data from
24). Empty triangles are the
data from 23). Remaining
curves: typical Faddeev result
17,18) without v absorption
(dotted line), Faddeev with
tr absorption included 18)
(dashed curve) and Faddeev with
ir absorption and standard set
of dibaryon resonances 15)
with ct=45° (dash-dotted curve)

0 30 60 90

Fig. 7 The asymmetry A
for pp-»-7rd vs CM-angle y

from ref. 27) at Tp=583
MeV. The solid line is
the full Faddeev calcul-
ation. The dash-dotted
line has the small irN
waves only to first order,
the dashed line is from
ref. 26).
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Figure 8

The CM cross section
(fig.8a) and the
asymmetry AyO (fig.
8b) for pp->d7r at
Tp=799MeV vs CM angle
from 29). The stan-
dard set of resonan-
ces (see fig.4 for
curve coding) is ad-
mixed to preliminary
background amplitudes
from the Lyon group
18) (no small TTN waves
included). The rela-
tive phase y is zero.
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PHOTO-REACTIONS IN THE INTERMEDIATE ENERGY REGION
Berthold Schoch

Institut für Kernphysik, Universitat Mainz, 65 Mainz, W-Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

In this talk the reaction mechanism of photons (E > 50 MeV) with
nuclei will be discussed. The few nucleón systems as well for which theo-
retically the most reliable wave functions exist as more complex systems
( 0) where nuclear structure effects show up more clearly have been taken
into consideration.

A wealth of reaction channels open up starting from the pion pro-
duction channel on the nucleón.

+

Nucleón N( Y,TT
Ü)N

Deuteron D ( Y , T ° ) D D( Y,TTN)N D(Y,p)n
3He,3H 3He(Y,TT°)

3He 3He( Y,/)
3H 3He( Y,/n)D

 3He(Y,np)p
3He(y,p)D 3H(Y,n)D

Despite the fact that the investigation on a number of these
reactions started more than 30 years ago we are just about now in a state
where experiments yielding high quality data become possible.

The combination of good quality photon beams with computer con-
trolled data taking makes exclusive measurements with a good overall
accuracy of (- 3 %) possible. In addition polarisation measurements will
help to come close to a situation to perform, in certain cases, complete
experiments.

2. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

Photon absorption on the nucleón (fig.l) becomes possible for
photon-energies above the pion production threshold. The creation of the
(3.3)-nucleon resonance dominates the shape of the total absorption cross
section. The non resonante photoproduction (Born terms) of charged pions
determine the threshold behaviour of the cross section and remain impor-
tant even in the resonance region.
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Fig.1 : Total absorption cross
section of the proton '
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Photonscattering cross section
on the proton 2)

Below the pion production threshold the photon can interact with
the nucleón by Compton scattering. Fig. (2) shows the differential Comp-
ton scattering cross section for (130°-140°). The Born terms describe
this cross section at and far below the pion production threshold. This
means, the photon interacts below the pion production threshold mainly
in the same way as close above threshold. This very fact finds it's mani-
festation in the total absorption cross section on the deuteron fig.(3).

<5(mb)

0.1-

Fig.3 : Total absorption cross
section on the
deuteron '

10 100 1000
Er (MeV)
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The shape of the total cross section looks quite different compared

with the nucleón case. Starting at threshold (E = 2.2 MeV) photon absorp-

tion takes place by the D(y,p)n process. Due to the internal motion in a

nucleus, a nucleón can absorb photons interacting with its charge and

magnetic moment. (Impulse part of the electromagnetic operator.) Above the

pion production threshold the D(Y,irN)N-process (quasifree production of

pions) dominates. As already observed on the Compton cross section on the

nucleón, the Born terms play now a crucial role in the absorption mechanism

below pion threshold (non-impulse part of the electromagnetic operator).

For photon energies E > 50 MeV their contribution excceeds the direct

interaction terms as the calculation in fig.(3) indicates. The photon

creates a subthreshold pion which gets absorbed by the other nucleón (see

insert in fig. (3)).

The overall energy dependence of the total cross section e.q. for
9
Be (fig.(4)) looks quite alike the deuteron one.

100 150 200 250 300 350 ¿00
w(MeV)

Fig.4 : Total nuclear absorption cross section on Be ' '

A peak at lower energies which becomes the more or less structured

giant resonance in more complex nuclei and the broad peak in the pion

production region (see fig.(5) for He)).

In this region strength is missing compared to an incoherent sum

of the individual total cross sections of the nucleón constituents. This
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Fig. 5 : Total absorption cross
4 5)section on He '
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is just in the spirit of the GGT-sum rule (for a modification of it see
ref. 6) where the enhancement of the total cross section in the below pi on
threshold region is due to the difference in the incoherent sum of the
cross sections of the nucleons with the total cross section of the com-
plex nucleus above the pion threshold. Models describing the total cross
section below pion threshold and E > 50 MeV in terms of an absorption of
the photon on (n-p)-pairs (quasideuteron region) are quite successfull
for heavy and light elements as well '.

From the total cross section measurements we conclude: Strenght
is removed out of the pion production region. Addional strength (compa-
red to the TKR-sumrule) is found below pion threshold. One of the intere-
sting measurements in the future will be to measure the multipolarities
of this strength distribution. Especially, experiments with polarized
photons can help to accomplish this goal.

3. (Y,p) AND (Y,n)-CROSS SECTIONS
3 3 4Starting with He, H, He new reaction channels for the reactions

(Y»P) and (y,n) open up. In contrast to the (y>np) cross sections (suppo-
sedly the main non pionic channel for E > 50 MeV) the one nucleón knock-
out reactions show a fast decreasing cross section with increasing energy.
As shown in fig. (6,7,8,9 a, 9 b) this is the case for 3He, 4He and 1 60.
The dependence on energy and the magnitude of the (y»n) cross sections
are quite similar to the corresponding (Y»P) cross sections.
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Whereas the (Y,p) cross sections above E - 140 MeV for
 3He and 4He are

4 3 "̂
of the same magnitude, the He(y,p) H cross section exceeds the correspon-
ding He(y,p)D below. The change in the slope, around this energy, indi-
cates the onset of the pi on production region. The differential cross
sections (fig.(10,11,12)) should reveal more on information about the
reaction mechanism. Shown are the cross sections for (Y,p) and (y,n) for
three nucleón emission angles (45°, 90° and 135°). Again at a first glance

0.1-

3Htl r ,p)D

• • »
* i *

* * *

á °

' • * . *

60 100 UO I N 220 260 300 340 3M J

Fig.10 : Diff.cross sections
(Y.P) for 3He
(45°,900,1350)8'9-16>

\

<H«(Í.|>>
3H

* 1 .

60 IDO UO 110 220 7M 300 3(0 Ej.IM.Vl

Fig.11 : As fig.10 for 4He
and (Y.n,

 1 7» 1

Fig.12 : As fig. 10 for 1 60

and (Y,n)
 1F

E s (MsV)

60 60 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220 2¿0 260 230 300
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the dependences of the cross sections for He, He and 0 now as a func-
tion of energy and angle look quite alike: a(45° >o(90°) > o(135°) in the
whole energy region. At a closer look the differences show up: Whereas
the change of the slope on the He(Y»p)-reaction occurs around E - 140 MeV
for all the three angles, in the case of 0 this change is observed at
different energies (190 MeV (0 = 45°), 120 MeV (90°), 90 MeV (135°). A
common feature again can be observed looking on the dependence of the
cross sections as a function of momentum transfer: (| = "P -tN. At the same

16
momentum transfer the cross sections are of the same magnitude, for 0

3
as well as for He. Summerizing the observations of the (Y,N)-cross

sections, one finds:

1. (Y»P) and (Y.n)-cross sections behave similiar

2. aT0T(
4He(Y,p)) > aT0T(

3He(Y,p)D) for Ey < 100 MeV

aT0T(
4He(Y,p) * aT0T(

3He(Y,p)D) for Ey > 100 MeV

3. ̂  (0 = const.) on He as well as on 16o are of the same magnitude for

45°, 90° and 135° and E > 100 MeV

4. The change of slope of the differential cross sections appears at
different photon energies for 0(y»p) and around the same energy for
3He(Y,p).

All these observations will be discussed with a reaction mechanism
visualized in the following picture :

As has been explained in chapter 2, the absorption of the photon
3 MeV) on the deuteron and more complex nuc'

minantly on (n-p)-pairs (for nonpionic reactions).
(E > 50 MeV) on the deuteron and more complex nuclei takes place predo-
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Therefore, it is not surprising that the same mechanism is responsible for

(Y,N)-reactions. Here, the photon gets absorbed as in the (Y.np)-case but

one of the nucleons takes over only a momentum transfer q and no energy

transfer. With a few simplifying assumptions, the (Y,p)-cross section can

be written ' :

in the
subshell

in
neu-
trons

Thereby, L represents the Levinger-constant, A the mass number, ̂  the
QJln

cross section for the photodisintegration of the deuteron, J a kinematical
(p) the single particle wave function of the ejectedcorrection factor, »

N

nucleon and FA_j the formfactor due to the neutron distribution of the

residual nucleus. The intention was to make qualitative predictions of

the general behaviour of the cross sections.

to 1. Obviously, in this ansatz (Y,n) and (Y,p) cross sections behave

similar in transitions leading to mirror nuclei (4He, 160)

MOMENTUM TRANSFER (f )
1 ?

I 5

Fig. 13 : Electric formfactors

of He, D as measured

by electron scattering l 9» 2 0)

Fig. 14 : As fig. 13 for 15N 21)
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! 3

I to 2. In fig. (13) the electric formfactors for He and D are shown (for
• the discussion it is assumed the neutron distribution in H is equal

to the proton distribution in He). For lower momentum transfers
2 -2(Q <_ 4 fm ) these formfactors are of the same magnitude and the

single particle wave functions are not so different. Therefore the
overlap integral is almost the same. The larger cross section for
the lower energies is due to the factor Z N /A which is 2 for
4He(y,p)3H and 2/3 for He(v,p)D. At higher energies the formfactor
!F» ^(q)! in He gets smaller and the cross sections become equal,
finally.

to 3. Since the factors in front of the overlap integral are almost
constant for E > 100 MeV, the cross section depends only on Q.

to 4. In 16O(Y,p)
15N the formfactor Fj_j(q)(15N) has a pronounced diffrac-

tion minimum (see fig.(14)) which is found again in the cross section
(Y»P) at the corresponding momentum transfer as a change of the
slope in the cross section (see fig. (17)).

Because in D (for the reaction He(v.p)D) no such a minimum is seen
(due to the quadrupole contribution to tha formfactor) no such
apparpnt change of slope at a certain momentum transfer is observed.
The less pronounced change of slope (at E - 140 MeV) is due to the

onset of the pion production. According to this picture the strong
o 4 3

deviation of the 135 measurements in He compared to He finds
o

its explanation because of the small formfactor of H in this high
Q-region.
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Fig. 15 : ̂ He^pJD for
3 photon energies
(anglutar distributions) 8,22)

Fig.16 : Graphs used in the
calculation for
3He(Y,p)D

 22)

Fig.(15) shows the calculations for He(Y ,p) D in comparison with the
experiment. Thereby, graphs shown in fig.(16) have been calculated. The
triangle graph (absorption of the photon on a (n-p)pair is by far the
most important one.

531**'"

\l! tltil

1*;

Fig.17 : l b0( Y,P o): Calcula-
tions based on formu-
la 1

'60 100 150 JOO 250 300 350 M 100 150 200 250 300 60 100 150 200
— E,(MeV) — — Er(M«V) »Ef(M«V)
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Finally, in fig.(17) the calculations based on equation (1) are
compared with the measurements already shown in fig. (12) for 0(Y,P) N.
The results confirm our qualitative conclusions.

Based on this discussion it seems apparent as in the case of to-
tal cross sections (supposedly predominantly (y.np) for the non pionic
cross sections) the absorption of a photon takes place mainly on (n-p)-
pairs (non impulse part of the electromagnetic operator).

4. (Y,TT+)-CROSS SECTION IN THE THRESHOLD REGION
(Y>T+)-reactions at threshold are examples for reactions where the

impulse part of the electromagnetic operator dominates (fig.(IS)).

Fig. 18 : A(Y,ir
+)A* at threshold

As shown in fig.(l) the Born-terms dominate here the pi on pro-
duction. The correction of the impulse part due to pion scattering

2
(C., see below) is small (< 5 % ) . Therefore, it is possible, to measure

2 2 2
the spin flip formfactor

m 2

m

) p
2 2 2

FC,-.(Q )[ for a momentum transfer around q =
1 l3Mtl
l i p )

O.S5-

3
1 IM<V)

Fig.19 : Comparison between theory and experiment for the reaction
3He(Y,TT

+)3H at threshold 2 4' 2 5)
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Good agreement with theory is reached as shown in fig. (19). Thereby,
the a's are defined :

p
a(3He(Y,Tr

+) = a(3He)C^.S. J- for 3He(Y,*
+)3H

Y
with S as the Sommerfeldfactor

p
and ff(p(Y,ir+)n) = a(p) • y-

v

Experimentally the ratio of these cross sections has been determined.

For higher photon energies the reaction mechanism gets more
complicated again, because of momentum dependent terms in the pion
production operator and the strong pion nucleus interaction. A detailed
discussion is found in the contribution of J. Koch.

5. CONCLUSIONS

For nonpionic interactions and E >_ 50 MeV the photon likes
to interact with nuclei predominantly by an effective two body operator.
This conclusion can be drawn by the investigation of total and ( Y . N ) -

cross sections.

This very fact finds its continuation for lower energies where
meson exchange corrections (MEC) to the impulsapproximation are necessary
to get agreement between theory and experiment. In electric transitions
these effects are hidden by using Siegert operators. (This is well
known but sometimes forgotten.)

Because real photons are the limiting |cj| -»• &> case in electron
scattering it is very likely to find the same features for the transverse
virtual photons. From a look on the production of pions due to longitu-
dinal photons it appears that these may interact over a wider energy
and momentum transfer region, via an effective one body operator (im-
pulseapproximation).

3 +3

But as shown on the example He(y,ir ) H there are reactions of
photons with nuclei where without too big corrections,, single particle
properties of nuclei can be studied too.
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THE REACTIONS ( V",N) AND ( f ,NN')
v 0
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Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, Institut fiir Theoretische Physik

und

Max-Planck-Institut fur Chemie, Kernphysikalische Abteilung,

Mainz

Abstract

Dynamical aspects of the photo-reactions ( y ,*) ,

(•Y, f>n ), (fctito) and ( fiPfi) ar© discussed. Numerical values

for the cross-section are given in a region of 4o — 4oo MeV

photon-energy. All of the results presented here are extensive

ly discussed in ref. (1).

There have been numerous attempts to describe (fif)

cross sections by assuming a single-particle knockout mechanism,

in which the photo-nucleon makes a transition from a bound single

particle state to a continuum state. Although this model is

inadequate from the beginning, due to the neglect of gauge

terms, it was possible to give "satisfactory" fits to ( -v-f -*> )

data. However, the wavefunctions determined this way fail

completely when applied to (̂ ",'t) and ( fifip) reactions.

Actually the use of a single particle model has caused a lot

of confusion.

Questions to be answered are the following: What are

the differences between (fr-P) an<3 (̂ -n.) reactions? What is

the relative importance of the ( -V; *>+i), ( ̂*f»t.) and

Invited talk at this conference
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reactions - or in other words - why does the quasideuteron model

work quite well? Other questions of importance to be answered

are those for differences in the differential cross-sections

of these reactions, between He and 0, for example. In the

differential cross sections of the reaction

characteristic structure is found, which is strongly different

for different angles 6^ of the emitted proton. For example, at

Op ~ 90 a characteristic bending of the cross section is
r\ O

seen at about I2o MeV photon energy. However, at 0 « = 45 this

bending occurs only at 22o MeV photon energy. How can we under-

stand this difference? Comparing to the similar case in the

reaction He ( X/f ) w e note that no structure is seen.
What is the reason for that difference? In the past

there have been attempts to give an explanation in terms of
A -currents, however in view of the early bending at 12o MeV
for Q*>= 90 it seems unlikely that this is the dominant pro-
cess. A possible A -effect should show up also in the case of
4
He, which is actually not the case.

Turning to energies below loo MeV photon energies, we

note the similarity between ('ft*') and if}'**) reactions. The

angular distributions are nearly identical. What is the ex-

planation for this behaviour? Does this hold also for photon

energies up to 4oo MeV?

Our calculations are based on the fact that mesons

are present in nuclei. The N-N forces are mediated by the

exchange of mesons. Therefore an external field interacting

with the nucleus sees not only nucleonic degrees of freedom

but also mesonic ones. The electromagnetic interaction with

the nucleus therefore consistsof a one-body and many-body

(= exchange) part:
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,EXC
In the simplest case (electric transitions) He.m ̂ -s completely

determined by gauge-requirements or current conservation,

equivalently.

v « _ ^ [vt 3]

T,f>... rerins
Fig.l

In the low energy limit the relation is very simple, namely:

[v,z.$]}
(2)

**l
Concerning matrixelements of eigenstates y of H we have the

simple relation:

(3.

This relation is known as Siegerts theorem. It states that if

we use the dipole operator in the form £**. £) the exchange

currents are taken into account already. This theorem can be

used in the above form only for low energy processes, and

good wavefunctions.

For high energy processes this form is not valid

because of the existence of additional meson-exchange currents

not contained in eq. (3). However the exchange currents
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contained in Siegerts theorem are still large and dominant.

Instead of using Hgni in this form we use the form of

eq. (2) together with additional exchange currents. For the

understanding of the photoreactions, however, we will see that

the additional contributions are not essential (of course for

high energy photons one has to use the proper retarded forms

etc. For details see ref. (1) ).

The importance of "not using Siegerts Theorem" for the

understanding of the photo reactions becomes most evident in

considering the photo-disintegration of the deuteron, as here

we have no problems with wavefunctions.

Fig. 2 shows; at first sight, a surprising result.

Fig. 2

10"

o(mb)

Dlv.pln

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
EY(MeV)

Already at moderate energies the cross section is completely

dominated by the exchange current contributions of the Siegert-

type. This is one of the most striking examples for the

existence of exchange currents and the role they play for the

understanding of photo-reactions at medium energies. The

dominance of exchange currents is even more pronounced in

heavier nuclei. This is easily seen by considering the enhance-
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ment X in the dipole sura

which is a measure of the meson-exchange contributions to the

dipole sum. x varies from 0.5 to about l for heavier

nuclei showing the effect.

Choosing a shell model expansion in the treatment of

initial and final states and using closure to the giant

resonance states, the total transition matrix can be written

as

i.e. a sum of pure shell model contribution, meson-exchange

current part and correlation parts. The correlation part,

beeing important for E^-*- E ^es becomes unimportant for

increasing tr as this part is proportional to -=— - so

we are left at high energy reactions mainly with the shell-

model part and the exchange contributions. Of course the

correlation part is not completely negligible, especially for

the ( yt -n ) reactions/ however it does not play any key role

in that game.

As we expect the exchange contributions to play a

dominant role a more detailed investigation is necessary.

The important exchange currents are all of isovector nature,

i.e. they are proportional to (^vf2/ • This means that these

currents contribute equally to ( -f,f>) a n d < T,1^ reactions ;
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EXC

However they do not contribute to (Y,-pf) a n d If/4**1) reactions

whereas they give most important contributions to ( 4f, f>n) . This

already explains the smallness of ( ft<*«*0 , ( T,ff} reactions

compared to ( y-f *-P).

Apart from the dominance of the correlation effects at

low energy we find 3 district energy ranges between 4o-4oo MeV

photonenergy

(i) Ey«rf 8O-12O MeV

region of meson exchange dominance

(D,4He, 16O...)

E|>- » 12o~2oo MeV

region of interference between shell model

and exchange contributions in the case of

O (y, f0) •
 N o t however for He, D and ( yt <n )

reactions.

(iii)Ey > 2oo MeV

Dominance of magnetic one-body contributions

at forward angles.

Angular distributions

In the following we consider 3 typical angular

distributions for the reactions ( vj «0) and ( -T,^) on 0,

namely for E ^ = 80MeV (Fig. 3), 24o MeV (Fig. 4) and

360 MeV (Fig. 5).

For E y. = 80 MeV there is constructive interference

of shell model (SM) and exchange contributions (EXC). The
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exchange contributions are dominant around Q = 40°, whereas

the shell model part is important in forward direction mainly

through the spin current. The (-yj-n,) reaction is very similar

so we do not show the results. As an example for the region of

destructive interference between meson-exchange and shell model

contributions we consider the Q('Tiflo ) reaction for Ey. =

240 MeV (Fig. 4). Another interesting feature is the beginning

of strong one - body spin contributions at extreme forward

proton angles. No interference is seen in the ( %»*>) reaction

as an effect of the effective neutron charge. In addition, due

to the smaller magnetic moment of the neutron, the one-body

contribution to ( -T,^) is still small. At 36o MeV (Fig. 5)

the one-body spin contribution has taken over and dominates

the cross section for both ( y *) and ( ̂ -n.) , however due to

the smaller magnetic moment of the neutron the ( Î 'n-) cross

section is smaller.

Considering the position of the maximum of the angular

distribution as a function of energy we obtain Fig. 6a, in

the case of 0. At low energy the correlations are dominant

at angles around 60°, at higher energies the exchange currents

dominate around 40° while with still increasing energy the

one-body spin currents push the maximum into forward direction

6 = 0°. It is interesting to compare at this stage with the
4

(-y-;«) and (fti) reaction on He (Fig. 6b). The contributions

from the magnetic moments do not play an important role in the

energy range considered. Exchange currents are completely

dominant. We will come back to this point later.

Energy dependence of differential (l"yN) cross sections

The interplay between dominance of exchange currents,

interference effects of shell model and exchange currents as

well as the dominance of the spin currents becomes more trans-

parent when we consider the energy dependence of differential
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cross sections at different nucleon angles.

@ = 0°, Fig. 7 shows the dominance of exchange currents

at low energy, the destructive interference of shell model (SM)

and exchange (EXC) contributions, and the increase of the cross

section at high energies due to the one-body spin currents

(o.b. spin c ) . Experiments are highly desirable.

Q = 45°, Fig. 8. While below E «. = 140 MeV shell model

and exchange parts interfere constructively, their destructive

interference above E M. =140 MeV leads to the pronounced

structure of the cross section for ( tf, f>0) . Due to the small-

ness of the shell model contribution compared to EXC the

( v-f rfto) reaction shows no structure in the cross section.

Q - 90 , Fig. 9. Also here the interference effect

is very pronounced leading to a bending of the cross section

at E ^ « 100 MeV compared to a bending near 220 MeV for

Q= 45°. Again (•T,/n-) shows no pronounced structure because

of the smallness of the SM part. We should note however that

the shell model part is not extremely small and that effective

charges different from those we used would show up in the

structure of the cross section.

Comparison of {fif)i( Ti**) reactions on He and 0.

For a better understanding of the photo-reactions, a

detailed comparison of differential cross-sections is very

helpful. In Figs, lo, 11 we compare for Q= 30° and 0= 90°.

The difference between He and 0 as well as the differences

between ( yt *») and ( -V; -n) at intermediate energies can be

traced to differences in the shell model contributions.

Partly the reason for the small shell-model contribution for
4
He can be found in the fact that the minimum of the shell-

model contribution occurs at much higher energy as compared

to 1 60.
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Total ( y, N) cross sections in He

4 3
In Fig. 12 the total cross-sections for He (!",/>) H

4 3
and He ( Y;"i) He are shown. Due to the clear dominance of the

exchange contributions the cross-sections show no structure.

Possible structure could arise from a very small A — width

buf- this seems very unlikely.

The reaction ( f^P) on 0

In Fig. 13 we present the calculated total cross sec-

tion for single-nucleon emission (T,f) + ( ft,"1) from the p-shell

in 0 (curve A) together with the total cross section for

(curve B) . The energy behaviour of the combined

and (•*•)'«#>) cross sections (curves C and D) agrees well with

total photon absorption data from Mainz and Saclay. According

to our calculation the reaction ( v-f *>*$ exceeds by far the

single nucleon emission processes for photon energies

E,y, > 60 MeV, and presumably is a leading contribution to the

total photon absorption at these energies.

As the ^Y,f)/n) process is mainly due to the exchange

parts of the transition amplitude, we may conclude that the

"quasideuteron aspect" expressed by the isospin-structure of

the most important meson exchange currents explains the gross

features of photon absorption in the intermediate energy range

up to E^. = 140 MeV. For the treatment of more detailed prob-

lems, for instance the understanding of angular distributions

of (-jfr/V) reactions, our discussion has shown that inter-

ference effects between shell model and exchange contributions

are of greatest importance-
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE THREE-NUCLEON BOUND STATES
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most few-body physicists may consider the three-nuc-

leon system a tackled problem without challenge. It is theo-

retically described in terms of Faddeev equations which can

be solved with quite satisfactory accuracy for realistic two-

nucleon potentials. Most nuclear physicists, who enjoy the

wealth of nuclear phenomena are disappointed by the scarce

physics of the three-nucleon system. Is the three-nucleon

system still interesting?

The three-nucleon system is the theoretically best

accessible nucleus, but its physics is not understood in de-

tail. The consequences of this fact for the microscopic theo-

ry of nuclear phenomena in general have not been explored yet.

In the classic format of nuclear structure the nucleus is

viewed as a collection of non-composite nucleons. The nucleons

interact nonrelativistically through instantaneous charge-

independent two-body potentials. How well can this classic

model, which is nonrelativistic and which freezes mesonic and

internal nucleonic quark degrees of freedom, describe nuclear

properties quantitatively? What are the dominant correction

mechanisms for the classic picture of the nucleus? The three-

nucleon system may provide partial answers to these funda-

mental questions of microscopic nuclear structure. The elec-

tromagnetic (e.m.) properties of the three-nucleon bound

state are discussed in this context.
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2. PROBLEMS OF MICROSCOPIC NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

I discuss four problems which arise in the classic

description of the three-nucleon bound state.
3 1)

(1) The H binding energy obtained from current
2)

two-nucleon potentials (-7.38 (-7.23) MeV from the Paris
(Reid soft-core (RSC) 3)) potential with all two-body partial

waves included up to total angular momentum 1 ^ 2 , the ex-

perimental value being -8.48 MeV) is too small by more than

1 MeV. The 3He r.m.s. charge radius1* (2.01 (2.02) fm for the

Paris (RSC) potential, the experimental value being 1.89 +

0.05 fm) is too large by about 5%. Off-shell changes of the

potentials can be made at small distances, where the potential

is theoretically unknown. They may yield additional binding
3 3and squeeze He and H as required. But due to the change in

r.m.s. radius the He charge form factor gets tilted at zero

momentum transfer without essential change in its shape. Thus,

any improvement of the H binding energy worsens the position

of the first diffraction minimum in the He charge form factor
4)compared to experiment and vice versa '.

(2) The theoretical He e.m. form factors of elastic

electron scattering are in disagreement with the experimental

data. The charge form factor is in the secondary maximum

and for momentum transfers beyond lower than the experimental

one by a factor of 2 - 3 as demonstrated in fig. 1a. Off-shell

variations of the two-nucleon potential appear unable to cure

this problem. A point-proton density with a pronounced cen-

tral depression , which no theoretical density has shown yet,

would be consistent with experimental data. The He magnetic

form factor ' is shown in fig. 1b. It has been known for
9)long that no nucleonic wave function can account for the

He and H magnetic moments. Thus, the discrepancy of the

theoretical magnetic form factor to experiment is not at all

unexpected.
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Fig. 1: He charge (left) and magnetic (right) form factors
F(Q) as a function of momentum transfer Q calculated for the
Paris (solid curve) and RSC (dashed curve) potentials with all
two-body partial waves up to total angular momentum 1=2 inclu-
ded. The experimental data are from refs. 7 and 8, respective-
ly-
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Fig. 2: He spectral function S(k,E) for the Paris potential.
Contributions arising from correlated pairs in the final state
with isospin T=O (left) and T=1 (right) are shown.
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(3) We describe quasi-elastic electron scattering

from He in plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA). The theo-

retical cross section factorizes into an electron-nucleon

off-shell cross section and the spectral function. The spec-

tral function S(k,E) contains the He nuclear-structure in-

formation and represents the probability for finding a nucle-

on with momentum k and separation energy E. Compared to pre-

vious results the present calculation , shown in fig. 2,

corrects numerical instabilities in the considered momentum

and energy domain k < 4 fm and E < 100 MeV. These correc-

tions in S(k,E) are often of orders of magnitude, but happen

io-2

4.00< E <7.75
[MEV]

7.75< E <20.0
[MEV]

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3-0 4.0

K CGEV/C] *10"' K [GEV/C3 xlO"1

Fig. 3: Spectral function S(k,E) of He, extracted in PWIA
from the data of ref. 11. The left diagram refers to the
two-body break-up, the right to the three-body break-up. The
latter quantity is integrated over the indicated energy
range. The theoretical curves refer to the Paris potential.
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to remain small at those momenta and energies needed for the

description of the existing experimental quasi-elastic cross

sections in figs. 3 and 4. The theoretical PWIA cross section

is satisfactory for the coincidence experiments of ref. 11,

but remains in grave disagreement with the inclusive reactions

of ref. 12.

(4) In the classic picture of the nucleus with

charge-independent hadronic forces charge-dependent effects

are solely due to the e.m. one-photon exchange, vacuum pola-

rization and to the neutron-proton mass difference. The ex-

perimental He - H binding-energy difference of 764 keV in-

deed turns out to be predominantly of e.m. nature, e.g., 657
1 3)keV for a three-nucleon bound-state wave function based on

the Paris potential. Clearly, a fraction of the binding-ener-

gy difference remains unexplained, indicating charge-symmetry

breaking in the hadronic nucleon-nucleon interaction. In

O]

3.
order to account for the true e.m. contribution to the He -

H binding-energy difference, the theoretical description of

He and H should account better for their sizes and their

charge form factors at small momentum transfers than, e.g.,

the Paris potential does. In fact, most of the e.m. contri-

bution can reliably be related to the experimental charge

form factors in a model-independent way, yielding (81 + 29)
14) "

keV as best estimate for the charge-asymmetry in the

three-nucleon bound states.

The four problems discussed indicate: The classic

picture of the nucleus has difficulties in accounting quan-

titatively for the properties of the three-nucleon bound

states. The difficulties are general, they can be demon-

strated to reappear for all nuclei in the periodic table.

They do not indicate the failure of a particular off-shell

parametrization of the two-nucleon potential. The classic

model of microscopic nuclear structure appears to be at fault.



3. THE THREE-NUCLEON BOUND STATE WITH ISOBAR AND PIONIC

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

There are many correction mechanisms which lead nuc-

lear structure beyond the classic format. We are unable to

consider them all at once. The addition of a phenomenological

three-nucleon force may be a successful correction of the

classic picture. Relativistic corrections may be important.

Nevertheless, we choose to remain in a noncovariant framework

without antinucleons and choose to explore corrections arising

from the explicit inclusion of mesonic and internal nucleonic

quark degrees of freedom. Besides the purely nucleonic con-

figurations of classic nuclear structure, channels with me-

sons and with isobars are taken into account. Naturally, only
15)few additional channels can be treated. The model to be

discussed revives the pionic and A-isobar degrees of freedom,

diagrammatically defined in fig. 5. The isobar in fig. 5 is a

bare quark-bag A which due to its coupling to the pionic

channel receives its dressing as physical baryon resonance.

The model attempts consistency between pion-nucleon

P.,3 scattering, nucleon-nucleon scattering below and above

pion production threshold, where it is unitary, and nuclear

structure. The degrees of freedom added to the classic picture

yield (fig. 6) genuine three-nucleon forces and exchange-cur-

rent corrections for e.m. and weak processes. They are con-

sistent with the two-nucleon force. The two-nucleon force and

the mass of the physical A isobar (fig. 7) become energy-

(and in general medium-) dependent. They can adjust to the

presence of other nucleons. Despite this multitude of new

processes in the nuclear medium, the interaction model of
1 5)fig. 5 has been applied ' to the three-nucleon bound state.

This could be achieved, since the three-nucleon forces of the

interaction model decompose into two-body pieces, the con-

sidered exchange-current corrections into one-body pieces in
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Fig. 5: Interaction model which couples two-nucleon (NN) and
nucleon-A (NA)channels. States with a pion are generated
through the TTNA vertex. The isobar of the shown processes is
a bare one, the physical A resonance is built up as in fig. 7.
For the calculation of the three-nucleon bound state only
channels with at most one isobar or one pion are retained.
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Fig. 6: Some examples for
three-nucleon forces and
exchange-current correc-
tions arising in the in-
teraction model of fig.5
for the three-nucleon
bound state.

Fig. 7: Pion-nucleon scattering
in the P33 partial wave. The real
part of the full propagator is
the mass MA of the physical reso-
nance whose energy dependence is
shown. In bound nuclear systems
the mass M/\ is needed at energies
below the nucleonic mass mN. The
A resonance position mA and the
nucleonic mass m N are indicated.
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the extended Hilbert space of nucleons and bare isobars. The

model couples the pionic channels only to those with an iso-

bar. Thus, the pionic components in the wave function turned

out with < 0.1% extremely small. Their contribution to expec-

tation values can safely be neglected. The energy-dependent A

mass is in the three-nucleon bound state needed below pion-

nucleon threshold, even below the nucleon's mass. There its

energy dependence is rather weak, the mass is larger than the

resonance position by about 30 MeV. (The mass increase is

model-dependent, we have chosen the lowest possible mass

shift). Compared to the resonance-mass approximation for a

bound A isobar, the dynamic increase in mass decreases the

weight of isobar components in the three-nucleon bound state

by about 15% and therefore changes the isobar effects also by

about 15%. This is a correction of a correction. I therefore

feel safe to quote now results for the three-nucleon bound

state obtained in the ordinary coupled-channel approach, which

assigns the fixed resonance mass of 1236 MeV to the A isobar

and which neglects pionic configurations. The results are

ordered according to the four problems of section 2. We think

the results characteristic for the nuclear-structure effects

which the A isobar is capable of yielding. Their size, how-

ever, is not yet well determined. A systematic study of the

dependence of these isobar effects on the parameters of the

transition potential (fig. 5b) has not been completed. I shall

quote results for a particular transition potential only.

(1) The H binding energy gets increased without

significantly worsening the position of the first diffraction

minimum in the He charge form factor. Tne 0.7 MeV increase

of binding arises from an attractive 1.2 MeV contribution due

to three-nucleon forces and from a 0.5 MeV dispersive repul-

sion due to the energy dependence of the two-nucleon force.

The correlation between the problems of binding energy and

charge form factor minimum is broken.
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Fig. 8: He charge (left) and magnetic (right) form factors
calculated with the inclusion of isobar configurations (so-
lid curve). The reference form factor without isobars (dashed
curve) is close to the solid curve of fig. 1, though it is -
for reasons of isolating the isobar effect - not identical
with it.

(2) The He charge form factor is improved beyond

the secondary maximum (fig. 8a). Among the various isobar

effects the indirect one due to the isobar-induced three-

nucleon forces is sizeable. The point-A distribution has a

pronounced central depression , due to the interaction with

the A the point-proton distribution gets polarized according-

ly. The structures in the point-proton distribution seen in

ref. may partly be attributed to this polarization pheno-

menon. Despite A-isobar configurations in the three-nucleon

wave function, the theoretical He magnetic form factor (fig.

8b) remains in substantial disagreement with the data. This

discrepancy is a clean indication for the necessity of other

nonisobaric exchange-current corrections.

(3) The improvement of the He charge form factor in-

dicates some change in the momentum distribution of nucleons.

This change is, however, small. Thus, the presence of A-iso-

bars alters the nucleonic spectral function only slightly and
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therefore cannot in a simple way improve the prediction of

fig. 4 for quasi-elastic scattering.

(4) The presence of A-isobar components in the three-

nucleon bound-state wave function yields charge-dependent
3 3contributions to the He - H binding-energy difference. They

arise from the isobar's coupling to the photon in fig. 9 and

from the charge splitting of the A mass. In the present full
13)

study the net contribution of all charge-asymmetric iso-

bar mechanisms is found to go into the wrong direction, but

to be small. This is a comforting result: The isobar, needed

in other context, does not complicate - by an own sizeable

share - the present situation of charge asymmetry.

Y

Fig. 9: Direct one-photon exchange (wavy line) processes con-
tributing to the charge asymmetry in the ^Ee - 3H binding-
energy difference due to the presence of the A isobar.

4. CONCLUSION

Even the simplest properties of the three-nucleon

bound state, i.e., binding energy and e.m. properties, cannot

be described satisfactorily within the classic picture of the

nucleus. The classic format of microscopic nuclear structure

needs corrections. Some effects on the three-nucleon bound

state arising from the revival of mesonic and internal nuc-

leonic isobar degrees of freedom have been discussed. The

effects are beneficial for the binding energy, but rather

small for the e.m. properties of the three-nucleon bound

states.
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ABSTRACT Electron scattering by the three-body sys-
tem is analysed in terms of realistic wave functions
resulting from Faddeev theory and Harmonic Oscilla-
tor basis expansion method. Some, still remaining
differences between the results of the two approaches
are pointed out and discussed. A new Spectral Function
for R=3 nuclei is illustrated and preliminary results
of calculations of (e,e'p) reactions performed with
this Spectral Function are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The various approaches employed in the solution of

the non relativistic Schroedinger equation for the three-body

system have at present reached that level of reliability which

allows one to conclude that current realistic models of the

nucleon-nucleon interaction do not correctly predict even the

most basic ground state properties of A=3 nuclei, i.e. the
1-5)

binding energy and radius . Various attempts based upon

explicit consideration of non-nucleonic degrees of freedom

and/or many-body forces are at present being pursued in order

to improve the theoretical description of three-body nuclei

(see e.g. Refs.6-9). It is quite obvious, however, that quanti-

tative information about the relevance of "non-conventional-

nuclear-physics" effects can only be obtained if the results

of the "normal" (non relativistic) calculation of various ob-

servables is independent of the technique adopted for solving

the Schroedinger equation. In this respect, we have previously
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pointed out ' a disturbing difference between the results

of Faddeev approach of Ref.1 and harmonic oscillator (H.O.)

variational approach of Ref.3, the difference being particu-

larly relevant in the prediction of electron scattering pro-

cesses. The Faddeev approach is the ad hoc theory for the

treatment of three-body systems, but some approximations are

still necessary in order to make calculations of electron

scattering cross sections feasible, particularly when the full

complexity of the NN interaction is being considered. The HO

variational approach can yield, in principle, the exact value

of a given observable, once the calculated quantity remains

stable upon increasing the maximum number of oscillator quanta

(Q ) in the basis expansion. Unfortunately, the convergence
max

problem is the delicate point of this method since the conver-

gence of a given quantity for a certain 0 /is not guarantee

that other quantities converge as well. We believe therefore

that both approaches have their merits and limitations, and

thus it is important to reach such a situation when they yield

comparable results.

The aim of this talk is to update the situation con-

cerning the differences between the results of Faddeev and HO

basis expansion methods obtained using the RSC interaction.

In the lasr year new very accurate Faddeev calculations have
4 5)

been reported ' , whose results differ from the HO varia-

tional results to a less extent than previous Faddeev calcula-

tions10' 1 1 ) ; therefore in this talk the attention will be

focussed on these new calculations, namely the momentum space

calculation by Hajduk and Sauer , where the RSC interaction
1 3 3

has been considered both in the restricted ( S , S - D.waves)
and in the full (all waves with J<2) forms, and the configura-

4)tion space calculation by Los Alamos Group who considered
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the restricted form only; the momentum space calculation by
1)Brandenburg, Kim and Tubis will also be considered, since

the results of this calculation have been extensively
12 14,151

used ' ' for theoretical interpretations of various electron

scattering processes.

2. STATIC GROUND-STATE OBSERVABLES FOR A=3

The results of the most recent Faddeev-type calcula-

tions are compared with the HO variational results in Table 1
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(MeV)

(MeV)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(fm )

(fm )

VS
Faddeev

(Coordinate

space )

-7.

-

88

1

0.

9

2.

D23

.91

.67

08

34

04

(Momentum

space )

-7.023

-8.

49.022

88.90

1 .68

0.08

9.34

2.04

1.88+0

ALL WAVES WITH J<2

Faddeev HO basis

(Momentum expansion
5)space

-7.232

48

49.925

89.02

1 .48

0.08

9.42

2.02

.05

) (Q =28)max
- (a) (b)

-6.7 (-7,3

53.8(a)(52.1(b)

89.9

0.1

10.0

1.85(a)d.92(b>

E3 - binding energy
<T>- expectation value of the kinetic energy

operator
p - probability of various waves
R - rms charge radius

2 8

(b) Extrapolated
value

Table 1
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It can be seen from Table 1 that:

1) the comparison between coordinate and momentum space

Faddeev calculations for the restricted form of the RSC

interaction shows good agreement; a similar comparison for

the full RSC unfortunately does not yet exist;

2) non negligible differences still exist between Faddeev and

variational results, particularly as far as <T> and R
H e

are concerned.

We do not intend at the moment to discuss the possi-

ble reasons for such differences since some observations in

this regard shall be made at the end of this paper.

3. CHARGE FORM FACTOR AND DENSITY

A comparison of the theoretical charge form factors

of He, which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, indicates that the

difference between predictions by Faddeev and HO basis expan-

sion methods is by no means negligible (about 30% in the 1st

maximum). Since both approaches use the same interaction, the

difference might be due to the numerical approximations which

are present in both calculations: i) the truncation of the ba-

sis in the variational calculation; ii) the cutoff in the par-

tial wave expansion of the wave function which is obtained

from the exact Faddeev amplitudes. However, both possibilities

seem to be excluded by the authors of the calculations (see e.

g. Refs.5 and 18). Therefore the reason of the difference is

not clear at the moment.

The charge density of He is shown in Fig. 3, and the

quantity r p (r), which is more closely related to the experi-

mental charge form factor, is shown in Fig. 4. Because of the
2 2

factor r ,the two r p (r)'s are very similar at small r, but
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FORMFflCTOR
3HE

Q Cfm"1]

o.o 2 . 0 4 . 0 8-0 10.0

Fig.1 Charge form factor of He calculated in Ref.5 (full) and Ref.18
(dashed) using Faddeev theory and HO basis expansion method, respecti-
vely. In both calculations the RSC interaction is acting in all waves
with J<2. Experimental points from Refs.17 and 19.

10 15 20 q2(fm2)

Y13L^L Squared charge form factor of 3He versus q2. Dashed and full li-
nes as in Fig.l. The dot-dashed line is the Faddeev result of Ref 1
with RSC interaction acting in *s , S - D waves only.
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Q/

r(fm)
Fig.3 Point proton charge density of He. Dashed and full lines as
in Fig.1.The dash-dotted line is the Faddeev result of Ref.4 with RSC
interaction acting in SQ, S - D. waves only. "Experimental" points
from Ref.20 (see also Ref.4).

(fnT1) ,~ N

0.8 1.2 1.6 20

r(fm)
2.4

Fig.4 The same as in Fig.3 for the quantity r p (r)
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they remarkably differ at intermediate distances.

4. INCLUSIVE QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING

Using non relativistic kinematics, the inclusive

quasi-elastic cross section from three-body systems is given

in Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) by the following
. 10,11)

expression

d2a
d E

= 2 it

max

kdk a P (k)- +
ep p q

(1)

N=p,n

max
dE kdk

k»in<E2>

where k = k - q is the nucleon momentum in the target before

interaction, k the nucleon momentum in the lab system after

interaction and q the momentum transfer; a „ is the cross
eN

section describing the scattering of the electron by a nu-

cleon with momentum k and P (k,E) is the spectral function

6(E - (H -

(2)

where E
f f

E - E_ = M_ + M - M
f *

is the nucleon Separa-J2 "3 " "2 T ™ "3 ' E2
tion Energy with E, being the (negative) ground-state energy
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of the target and E the energy of the final two-body state

including its excitation energy. In eqn(1) the first term in
3 f* f

the rhs describes the He -*• p + d channel (E =0, E =E ,
E=|E |-|E |) whereas the other terms describe the three-body

3 fft f t 2 t 2 , ,channels He-*-p(n)+n (p)+p (E =E = ——, E= — + |E I, t being
2. 2 M M 3

the relative momentum of the spectator-pair nucleons).

A comparison between theoretical and experimental

quasi-elastic peaks in correspondence of various kinematical

regions is shown in Figs.5 and 6. In the calculations rela-

tivistic kinematics was properly taken into account. A remark-

able difference between Faddeev and HO variational results is

again seen, with the results given by the latter approach

being in better agreement with the experimental data. In this

respect, it should be pointed out that the experimental data

considered, mainly concern the high E-k regions of the Spec-

tral Function, where the convergence of the HO basis expan-

sion method is reached well before Q =28.
max

5. EXCLUSIVE QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING((e,e'p)reactions)

There has been considerable progress in recent years

concerning the experimental measurement of the angular distri-

butions of the.reactions 3He(e,e'p)d and 3He(e,e'p)np15'16).

Let us consider the former process. In PWIA the cross section

is given by (see e.g. Ref.10)

3 2k2M
2 E p

de 2 d& 2 df i 13k - q cos<|>| e p p

w h e r e

P ( k ) = i EM | ( 2 i r ) " " • J e " v K < x
1 / > J ( r ) | v , ( f p ) > d p | " (4)
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3

2

1 •

dO n
dndO)

mb
srMeV

100 200

da doj

mb
sr MeV

- 3X106

- 1x106
 :

J
/ V

,=7.26

= 8°
•

GeV

250 500 750 { m )

Fig.5 Experimental quasi-elastic peak compared with theoretical calcu-
lations based upon Faddeev wave function of Ref.l (full line from Refs.
12 and 14) and HO variational wave function of Ref.3 (dashed line from
Refs.10 and 22). Experimental points from Refs.13. and 14.
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(mb/srMeV)

- 2 x 1 0

10

• 4

£\ 3.26 GeV £,-6.48 GeV

3 x 1 0 -7

- 1 x 1 0
- 7

80 ISO 200 250

<D(MeV)

Fig.6 The left "low w - high q" wing of the quasi-elastic peak. Full
and dashed lines as in Fig.5. Experimental points from Ref.14.

Fis^V Proton Spectral Function for 3He ^ p-d channel calculated, for
several values of k, as a function of the maximum number of oscillator
quanta Q introduced in the HO basis expansion approach of Ref.3

a ? o l MSV/C; dot-dashed:k=102 MeV/c; full:k=366 MeV/c) (after
•23)
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Of course, eqn(3) cannot be directly compared with

experimental data, since it has been shown by various authors

that final state interactions have important effects (see e.g.

Refs.16 and 21). But here we are only interested in the theo-

retical momentum distributions P (k),which will be compared

with the "experimental" P (k) recently extracted at Saclay
P 15)

from (e,e'p) cross sections . However, we would like to

stress once again that meaningful comparison between experi-

mental data and theoretical calculations should be based on a

comparison of cross sections, taking moreover into account

final-state interactions.

The low k-behaviour of the momentum distributions is

determined by the asymptotic part of V_(rp). If only the

proton-deuteron s-wave motion is considered, then from the 3-

body Schroedinger equation one obtains

f
where

a= {| M(|E3| - |E.2|)}
1/2 (6'

The exponential behaviour of eqn(5) is not expected a

priori from the H.O. variational wave functions of Ref.3 for,

because of basis truncation, one has

As a matter of fact, it can be seen from Fig.7 that

whereas for k>100 MeV/c the convergence of P (k) at 0 =28 is highly

satisfactory, at lower momenta the convergence is far from
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too K200(MeV/c) 30°

Fig. 8 The (integrated) Spectral Function for the reaction He(e,e'p)d
compared with theoretical Spectral Functions corresponding to Faddeev
wave function of Ref.1 (full) and to HO basis expansion wave function
of Ref.3 with QMax=28 (dashed) (after Ref.15).(Note that S(E,k)=P(k,E))

100 K (MeV/!°? 300

Fig.9 The same as in Fig.8 with theoretical variational momentum distri-
bution replaced by the new momentum distribution (dashed line) obtained
from radial wave functions having correct asymptotics (see text)23)
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being reached. Therefore, the comparison between momentum distri

butions predicted by Faddeev and H.O. basis expansion wave func-

tions shown in Fig.8/ may be misleading since the results

by the latter are totally unreliable at k<100 MeV/c. It

thus appears that the wave function of Ref.3, because of its

wrong asymptotics/ cannot be used for the description of those

phenomena which depend upon the asymptotic motion of a nucleon

with respect to spectator pair or, more generally, of those

phenomena which are sensitive to the tail of the nuclear sur-

face. In the following Section a Spectral Function for the

three-body system with the correct asymptotic behaviour will

be illustrated.

6. A NEW SPECTRAL FUNCTION FOR A=3

If the three-body Schroedinger equation is multiplied
A t<\

from the left by <x 4>~ (r) I , the following equation is
a 2

o b t a i n e d "

{-T + ( E - E o ) } < X
1 / 2 < ( > o ( r ) | y , ( ? p ) = < x

1 / 2 < ! > 0 ( ? ) | v ( 1 3 ) + v ( 2 3 ) K ( r p ) > ( 8 )
p 3 2 o 2 3 a 2 3

P P

In this equation <(>9(r) is the spectator-pair wave function (deute-
1 f

ron,or nucleon-nucleon pair with intrinsic energy E ). If the
following notation

GJM a ( ^ = <X0/2<|)2(^) I *3(?P)>=G(p) (9)

M J P P

is used for the overlap integral, and one lets p-*°°, then

T G(p) = (E -Eo)G(p) (10)
p 3 2
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from which the asymptotic behaviour of G(p) is obtained

-op

G(p) -• - (11)
P ->-oo p

with a given by eqn(6).

The overlap integral can be expanded in the following

form

E f

G j £ a ( P ) = L < J M j V 2 a I x » x > < * « xmx | V 2 H>Y m ( S ) u J £ x (p) (12 )
,, J p xm

If the spectator pair is considered to be the

deuteron (J=1, M =M., 1=0 x=1/2, 1=2 x=3/2) then
J a.

G-i« (ip)sG, (£) = Zn „ Z <iM,1/2ff |xm ><£mxm |i/2 M>Yn (p)u(p)
1M o d Jt=0,2 mm d ' p' x x1 Am £

M (13)

w i t h u g i v e n b y

J m < 1 M . 1 / 2 O ixmv><£mxm 11/2 M>JY ( p ) < xnun Q p x x Jem 0

d p
(14)

We have calculated the radial functions u (p) from

the wave function of Ref.3 and then have defined a new u in
J6

the following way

3 £ ( P ) = \

p < d £

P > d.

(15)

(1)where h is the Hankel function. Once the parameter a is

fixed, the matching radius and the normalisation constant N
id
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are determined by equating the logarithmic derivatives at d .

Having determined the radial functions u , the new overlap in-
^ ->-

tegral G(p) and the new momentum distribution
d

P (k) = \zu \i2,)
2/2U^hf)^\2 (16)

V
which is shown in Fig.9, can be obtained. It can be seen that

the introduction of the correct asymptotics modifies the HO

variational momentum distribution only at low k(k<100 MeV/c)

leaving the high momentum part unchanged.

Apparently, it might seem that the new u 's are

nothing but semiphenomenological quantities. On the contrary

they represent instead variational quantities corresponding to

the RSC interaction. As a matter of facts, the variational

energy corresponding to a generic three-body wave function

11|>3 > is given by

^ I I yi\*>+<v\vfo I *3>+2<y3!v(13) |^3> (17)

By noting that the expectation value of the kinetic energy op-

erator <¥„ | T | <F_> is
j 3

2
i t .

where ir. = k. - K/A is the nucleon CM momentum, the variatio-

nal energy can be rewritten as

2 2 2

(19)

,K13
~T + v(13)K>
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The above expression can be expressed in terms of the

proton and neutron Spectral Functions by using closure over

two particle states

Z|fxf| = 1 (20)
f

with

H2|f> = E^|f> (21)

Then it can be shown23) that (E =E )

_= - —' P (k,E)—— dkdE - JP (k,E)-r— dkdE
3 2 p 2M n 2M

p

(22)

(k,E)dkEdE + 2 /Pn(k,E) dicEdE

Eqn(22) represents the variational energy of the

three-body system expressed in terms of the Spectral Function.

If the Spectral Function obtained from the wave function of

Ref.3 is placed in eqn(22)fone gets E=6.7 MeV; placing in

eqn(22) the Spectral Function with the correct asymptotic
2 1/2behaviour in the p-d channel, we get E ~-7 MeV and <r > «

=2fm. Although these numbers must be regarded with some caution,

since they represent very preliminary results, they neverthe-

less illustrate the important role played by the asymptotic

part of the wave function.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The differences between Faddeev and h.o. variational

results have been reduced in the last year thanks to the con-

tinuous improvements in the former approach and the introduc-
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tion of the correct asymptotics in the latter approach. Never-

theless, some non negligible differences still persist; they

mainly concern the charge form factor and inclusive quasi-

elastic scattering. Whether these differences should be attri-

buted to the incorrect asymptotic of the HO variational wave

function or to some approximations which are still necessary

when obtaining the three-body wave function from the Faddeev

amplitudes, is not yet clear. We are currently investigating

the first possibility and the results of such an investigation
23)

will be reported elsewhere
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PION PHOTOPRODUCTION' ON VERY LIGHT NUCLEI

N. de Botton

DPh-N/HE, CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

1. INTRODUCTION

The most fruitful frame of interpretation of pion photoproduction

on nuclei is a microscopic description which involves

- the elementary pion photoproduction amplitude on the nucleon,

- the structure of the initial and final nuclear states,

- the many-body effects which include the distortion of the pion

wave resulting from its strong interaction with the nucleus.

During these last years pion photoproduction on light nuclei has

demonstrated its versatility by bringing information on each one of these

three topics. According to the specific nature of the performed experiments

we have gained knowledge on the elementary photoproduction multipole ampli-

tudes, on the nuclear form factors and on the pion propagation inside the

nucleus ; we have got some hints on the A-nucleon interaction and some of

us have been speculating about the manifestation of exotic dibaryonic sta-

tes.

Extensive reviews of the experimental and theoretical work achie-

ved have been published '. Our goal will be only to present a few selected

examples which illustrate, from the point of view of an experimentalist,

the possibilities and the limitations of this method of investigation and

to report about some forthcoming developments in the field.

2. THRESHOLD PHOTOPRODUCTION OF TT° ON LIGHT NUCLEI AND THE ELEMENTARY

DIPOLE AMPLITUDES

At threshold the pion photoproduction operator reduces to the sim-

ple spin flip term E Q + a.e (E-,. dipole amplitude, a spin of the nucleon, e

photon polarization unit vector). On the other hand the low energy pion in-

teracts weakly with the nucleus as witnessed by the smallness of the pion-

nucleon scattering lengths (table I). However in the case of TT° production

this does not guarantee that plane wave impulse approximation can be used
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Table I

The E n + and M 1 + photoproduction amplitudes in units of 1O~
3 m"1 for the four

photoproduction channels, (q and k are the pion and photon momenta in the

c m . system).

Production

Y "

Y "

Y -

Y H

f p •*

I- n •>

I- p •*

v n -»•

Tt

TT

TT

7T

channel

+ n

~ + P

° +P
° + n

28

-31

- 1

0

V

.3 ± 0.

.9 ± 0 .

.8 ± 0 .

.7 ± 0 .

5

5

6

8

- 5 .

6.

1 1 .

10.

M

2

6

2

2

L+

cfk/m

qk/m

qk/m
qk/m^

to describe the process. In fact, because of the smallness of elementary

photoproduction neutral pion dipole amplitudes as compared to the charged

pion ones (table II), the production of a virtual charged pion and its

subsequent charge exchange scattering on another nucleon is of the same

order of magnitude than the direct process.

Table II

The pion nucleon scattering length in

units of nr1 for the different charge

channels

Using the Saclay brems-

strahlung photon beam and simple

Cerenkov detectors the TT° produc-

tion has been measured in the re-

gion ranging from 1 to 10 MeV abo-

ve threshold for hydrogen, deute-
2)rium, helium-3 and helium-4

Fig. 1. The data were compared to

the predictions of an impulse ap-

proximation model allowing for

pion rescattering in the s-wave,

and using for p-wave production

only the dominant M + amplitude

as extrapolated at threshold from values in the literature. When the theo-

retical yields obtained by folding the photon spectrum shape and detection

efficiency with the parametrized cross sections are fitted to the complete

Scattering

tr"

if

"P +
n ->

"P ">

' n -»•

channel

•n

TT

TT<

TTC

"P
n

»n

'n

0

- 0

0

-0

a(TrN)

.083 ± 0

.092 ± 0

. 1 2 4 + 0

.004 +

.003

.002

.003
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set of experimental data, one gets the following s-wave amplitudes

E ( 1 ) = (-2.70 + 0.11) 1O~3 m"1

E ( 2 ) = (-7.46 ± 0.25) 10"3

E ( 3 ) = (-4.66 ± 0.34) 10~3

for

r1 for

r1 for

TT°p

yd

y'He -> iTOJHe

Fig. 1 - The measured TT° photoproduc-

tion yields as a function of the end-

point bremsstrahlung energy E . The

curves are the theoretical yields

computed with distorted wave impulse

approximation cross sections and ad-

justed to the data.

The proton E ' value has to be cor-

rected for the effect of the opening

of the (Y,TI+) channel ' in order to

yield the proton dipole amplitude :

= (-1.9 ± 0.1) 10-3 m"1,

The deuterium and helium-3 s-wave

amplitudes when corrected for pion rescattering estimated in the fixed
4)

scatterer approximation yield the neutron dipole amplitude

V = (0.7 ± 0.3) 10"3 nT1

These two values must be taken with caution since they depend critically on

several theoretical assumptions. Let us however note that the proton dipole

amplitude is in agreement with previous determinations obtained from abso-

lute measurements carried out at higher energies. Furthermore the relation

between the four photoproduction channels dipole amplitudes

E0+(prr°) - E0+(mr°) = (E0+(PTT") EQ+(mr
+)
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1.0

0.8

5+p—p+TC°

deduced in the isospin symmetry frame, is satisfied within the quoted er-

rors
-2.6 ± 0.3 = -2.6 + 0.5 .

Some of the assumptions of the analysis could be relaxed by an absolute

measurement of the Yp "*• T°p reaction in the vicinity of threshold (E , =

144.7 MeV). In addition this measurement would allow to observe the expec-

ted cusp in the cross section at the

inception of the YP "*" ̂ +n cross sec-

tion (E^ = 151.4 MeV) (Fig. 2). Such

an experiment will be carried out at

Saclay next year using the tagged an-

nihilation photon beam with a 1.5 MeV

energy resolution. The experimental

method is sketched in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 - The proton i\° photoproduction

"reduced" cross section — a near thre-
q

shold. The dotted line corresponds to

the experimental values of the multi-

poles deduced from higher energy data.

The solid line includes the cusp ef-

fect produced by the coupling with the

7r+n channel.

1SU4 MeV
THRESHOLD l . p _ n * n *

V6 150 155
Ej [MeV]

LEAD GLASS
CH TARGET

Fig. 3 - The experimental

set-up for the Saclay

threshold ir° photoproduc-

tion measurement on the

proton using the tagged

annihilation photon beam.

VETO (CHARGED WRTI
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The hydrogen content of plastic scintillators set in the beam line consti-

tutes the target. Recoil protons are detected in coincidence with the tag-

ging low energy annihilation photon and the two ivo decay photons measured

in an almost 4TT lead glass Cerenkov detector surrounding the target. Coun-

ting rates should allow to get as close as 1 MsV from threshold.

3. CHARGED PION PHOTOPRODUCTION AT THRESHOLD AMD THE SPIN FLIP FQFM

FACTOR

In the case of charged pion production the pion wave in the nu-

clear region is almost a plane wave depleted (YT+) or enhanced (TT~) by the

Coulomb interaction with the residual nucleus ; the strong interaction of

the low energy pion gives a small correction. Since the elementary opera-

tor at threshold is essentially E Q + a.z, these experiments measure the

spin-flip transition form factor between the initial and final nuclear sta-

tes up to small corrections brought in by the Fermi-motion of the nucleus

through the momentum dependent terms. So far only the TT+ cross section has

been investigated accurately for transitions between nuclear ground states

Y + (A,Z) •> TT+ + (A,Z-1).

The experimental method which is used, consists in a comparison of the

yields of the studied reaction and the elementary process on hydrogen for

increasing bremsstrahlung end-point energies. The positive pions are detec-

ted through the IT+ -»• p+ -> e + decay chain in lucite Cerenkov counters sur-

rounding the target. The dependence of the cross section with energy

a = | s a(A,Z),

(q, k pion and photon momenta) is given by phase-space and the ir+ Coulomb

interaction through the Sommerfeld factor S ; the information related to

the nuclear transition is essentially given by the quantity a(Z,A) which

variation within a few MeV above threshold can be neglected for light nu-

clei.

The comparison with hydrogen allows to get rid of experimental

uncertainties (photon spectrum shape and detection efficiency effects can-
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eel out), and the measurement result is stated in terms of the ratio

a (A, Z) /a where a = 4TT | E(
P P

0+ The 3He measurement is a good example

of the level of accuracy which can be achieved ; the experiment yields

a3He = 0.62 ± 0.02.

This result is compared in Fig. 4 to an impulse approximation calculation

by L. Tiator who utilizes the full photoproduction elementary amplitude,

exact Coulomb wave function for the pion and realistic three-body wave-

functions. The perfect agreement obtained indicate that the contribution

of many-body effects to threshold photoproduction is negligibly small in

contradistinction with the case of the spin connected electromagnetic pro-

perties for which the mesonic exchange corrections are sizable. There does

0.75-

0.70

a(3He)
a«P)

0.65-

0.60

0.59

— • —

- _

0 O.S 1.0

3He(»,n4)3H

IS 2.0 2.5 3.0

E i - E »

7 / / / / j j j i

3.5 <.'.O V S SO

«MeV)

k 1

r ig . 4 - The helium-3 TT+ photoproduction "reduced" cross section - j o a s
q fa

a function of energy above threshold. The shaded area represents the expe-

rimental error. The calculations are from L. Tiator '.
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not exist presently a coherent description of many-body effects in thre-
4

shold photoproduction. A simple fixed scatterer multiple scattering model )

gives a 1 % correction for TT+ rescattering up to second order, in the case

of helium-3. The case of deuterium is very similar : the 8 % TT+ I jscat-

tering correction is sufficient to provide a good agreement with the expe-

rimental data.

One is thus led to the conclusion that positive pion photoproduc-

tion at threshold measures the spin flip form factor at momentum transfer

t - - m2, up to small pion rescattering corrections. A desirable extension

of these measurements to higher transfer momenta is in principle obtained

by the study of pion electroproduction near threshold with the detection

in coincidence of two particles in order to determine completely the reac-

tion kinematics. The simplicity of the one-body operator is preserved and

this would allow to explore transfer regions where the information given

by magnetic electron scattering is dominated by the contribution of meso-

nic exchange currents. Unfortunately counting rates are marginal for pre-

sent low duty cycle linear accelerators.

An interesting development in the field is the threshold 7r~ pho-

toproduction measurement on deuterium currently undertaken at Mainz using

an original method proposed by F. Klein et al. . Negative low energy

pions are identified via the monoenergetic neutrons produced in the non

radiative capture channel 7f~d -> 2n and detected by a time-of-flight spec-

trometer. Backward angle kinematics are chosen to insure energy separation

from deuterium photodisintegration neutrons which provide the normaliza-

tion. The neutron spectra displayed in Fig. 5 demonstrate the effective-

ness of the method which could be used for other nuclei by immerging the

target material in a liquid deuterium bath acting as a IT" converter.

4. PION PHOTOPRODUCTION IN THE RESONANCE REGION AND THE PION PROPAGA-

TION IN THE NUCLEUS

Away from threshold, pion photoproduction on the nucleon is known

to be dominated by the A (1236) resonance. In order to describe the elemen-

tary photoproduction amplitude,a resonant Ml contribution must be conside-

red in addition to the Born-terms. Photoproduction reactions on deuterium
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154.5 MeV Fig. 5 - Neutron time of flight

spectra obtained by F. Klein et

al. The high energy peak corres-

ponding to n~ photoproduction and

subsequent conversion,appears

clearly when the bransstrahlung

end point exceeds the threshold

energy E e = 145.7 MeV.

have been extensively studied

both experimentally and theoreti-

cally . MDSt of the experimen-

tal features are reproduced by a

model which includes besides the

quasi-free process, pion nucleon

and nucleon-nucleon final state

interactions. Few-body nuclei are

especially advantageous in this

respect because realistic wave

functions describing these sys-

tems are available and because

the nunber of degrees of freedom

is small enough to allow for a

multiple scattering treatment.

Usually the multiple scattering series converges quickly and processes up

to order 2 are sufficient to account for the data.

Single arm experiments emphasize the quasifree photoproduction me-

chanism on the individual nucleons. In Fig. 6 positive and negative pion

spectra obtained with a 300 MeV annihilation photon beam at 46.4° are dis-

played ; to indicate the experimental resolution the TT photoproduction

line on hydrogen is also presented. Ihe broadening and the energy shift of

the deuterium spectra result from the Fermi motion and the binding energy

of the nucleons. The upper tips of the spectra are expected to be enhanced

Emax= 144.5 MeV

150 200 250
nsec

300 350
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3

Fig. 6 - The pion spec-

tra measured at E =

299 MeV and 6^ = 46.4°

on deuterium and hydro-

gen as a function of the

detected pion momentum.

The dashed curve is the

plane wave impulse ap-

proximation,, the solid

line curve includes

nucleon-nucleon final

state interaction. The

arbitrary normaliza-

tion is the same for

deuterium i& and ir~

spectra. Calculations

are from J.M. Laget '.

by the final state in-

teraction of the two

nucleons recoiling with

a small relative ener-

gy. These data are ex-

tracted from a recent

Saclay measurement ;

they have not yet been

normalized and correc-

ted for the resolution

effects ; however they

appear to be in general

agreement with a calculation by Laget which shows that except for the high

energy part the nucleon-nucleon interaction affects only moderately the

pion spectra. Such experiments are important because they give an overall

J&-

200 210 220 230 240 250
(MeV/c)
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constraint on the models utilized to compute the quasi-free photoproduc-

tion ; they constitute a necessary stage before looking into deviations to

the one body process.

The strategy of coincidence experiments consists in the selection

of kinematical conditions which minimize the contribution of quasi-free

photoproduction in order to emphasize specific many-body effects. For sin-

gle photoproduction on nuclei, one needs monochromatic photons to define

completely the three body final state kinematics by the detection of two

particles in coincidence. However, in the case of deuterium the undetected

particle nature is known and one can use instead bremsstrahlung photons

without beinging any ambiguity ; owing to the low counting rates of these

experiments this is a definite advantage since bremsstrahlung fluxes are

several orders of magnitude larger than presently available annihilation

photons fluxes.

The principle of the measure-

ments carried out at Saclay is sketched

on Fig. 7. The modulus PR of the spec-

tator nucleon momentum and the kinema-

tics of the photoproduction process on

the other nucleon (photon nucleon inva-

riant mass Q ^ , and photoproduction

angle OJ in the center of mass referen-

tial of the two body system) are kept

constant, while the spectator nucleon

angle eo is varied. Depending on the

Q Nn
G)

R I I

angles and momenta of the three par-

ticles in specific kinematical situa-

tions, it can be more convenient to per-

form either a d(Y,pOp or a d(y,pp)ir~

experiment.

Fig. 7 - Schematic representa-

tion of the quasi-free pion

photoproduction on deuterium.

For quasi-free photoproduction one would expect the angular dis-

tribution obtained when 6 R is varied to be flat. Indeed this is observed

to be true for low values of P R (PR = 50 MeV/c) (Fig. 8). Conversely for
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CD

large values of P (P = 150 MeV/c) the

6 distribution shows sizable devia-

tions from the quasi-free. Most of the

discrepancies are accounted for by the

pion nucleon multiple scattering se-

ries (Fig. 9). However, in some kinema-

Fig. 8 - The ratio of the measured yield

of the reaction d(y,pTT~)p to the cal-

culated quasi-free photoproduction

yield as a function of cos9_ for p =
R R

50 MeV/c. Data are from ref. 10. Cal-

culations are from J.M. Laget '.

tical situations, structures appear

which are not explained in this frame

of interpretation and which correspond

to well defined values of the incident

photon energy, namely E - 330 MeV and

E - 400 MeV. The first anomaly close

from the N production threshold is ex-

pected by J.M. Laget ' to be induced

by the coupling of the NA and NN channels. For the second one (Fig. 10)

there is no present interpretation and it has been speculated by P. Argan

et al. that it could be a manifestation of a dibaryonic state of mass

W - 2240 MeV which is also "seen" in a d(y,p) inclusive measurement ^ .

A systematic exploration of the three body final state system TTNN

would require higher energy and higher duty cycle machines associated to

larger solide angle detectors than those presently available.
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X 0 = 11200 MeV
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I 1

US

npP GeV

Fig. 9 - The same as Fig. 8 for reaction

d(y,pp)-n~ at P D = 400 MeV/c. Data are

from ref. 11 ; calculations are from J.M.

Laget 1)

Y+0 -• P +

Q N 7 [ = 1245 MeV

= 150MeV/c

Quasi free

Quasi free *Tt and p
rescattenng ^
Quasi free • "

X

0.5

I

0
cos 8p -as

i .

350 400
EY(MeV)

450

Fig. 10 - The same as Fig. 8

for reaction d(Y»pfr~)p at

P n = 150 MeV/c. Data are from

ref.9 ; calculations are from

J.M. Laget 1^.

Also, an extension of these expe-

riments to nuclear systems more bound than

deuterium would be desirable since higher

nuclear density would enhance the many-

body effects. 1<He(Y,pTT~) measurements *'

have given results similar to those ob-

tained on deuterium, however nuclear wave

function uncertainties plague the inter-

pretation of the data. A good candidate would be helium-3 for which exact

wave-functions can be calculated from realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials.
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PHOTOABSORPTION ON 4He

AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES

J.H. KOCH

National Institute for Nuclear Physics and High Energy Physics

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

I INTRODUCTION

The dominant feature of intermediate energy pion-

and photon-nucleon interactions is the excitation of the A-

resonance. Fig.l shows the total photoabsorption cross section

for a proton . The cross section clearly shows the A peak,

When we subtract out the contribution from the 3,3-channel

(dashed line), the remaining background is nearly energy in-

dependent. The photon cross section at the peak is about .5 mb,

compared to 200 mb in ir p scattering. For pion-nucleus scatter-

ing this large elementary cross section implies that the inter-

action mainly takes place in the nuclear surface. For the much

weaker photon interaction the entire nuclear volume can contri-

bute. We therefore may expect that the total photoabsorption

cross section for a nucleus consisting of A nucleons is given

by Jv» = A a v w Fig. 2 shows the experimental photoabsorption
' ' 9 2)

cross section for Be . Clearly,; the incoherent sum of

nucleon cross sections Aa N (solid line) does not describe the

data well in the A region. For a proper description it is

necessary to include kinematical effects, such as smearing of

the A resonance due to nucleon Fermi motion, and dynamical

effects, such as pion annihilation. These effects have been
• 3 4 5)studied in detail for pion-nucleus scattering ' ' . The A-

hole formalism provides a convenient framework to consistently

incorporate these effects in photonuclear processes ' .

This approach is shown schematically in Fig. 3: the same A-h

propagator, G.., that was used for ir-nucleus scattering will

also be used to obtain the nuclear Compton amplitude. Through

the optical theorem, this amplitude yields the total photo-
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absorption cross section. Another application indicated in

the figure is coherent TT° photoproduction. The processes in

Fig. 3 correspond to different matrix elements of the A-h

propagator, since the photon and pion entrance channel A-h

doorway states are different. First, the yN •* A coupling is

transverse, while the irN •* A coupling is longitudinal. Second,

the pion only excites unnatural parity A-h states, while in

photoabsorption also the natural parity states contribute.

Photonuclear reactions therefore provide an important in-

dependent test for our understanding of the dynamics of A-
6—9)propagation in nuclei .

The purpose of this talk is to discuss the role of

the dynamical effects on A propagation in intermediate energy

photonuclear reactions. Several aspects of this have already

been examined in connection with coherent TT° photoproduction

' ' , photoabsorption ' and inelastic electron scattering '

The results used below are taken from work done in collabora-
12)

tion with E.J. Moniz .In Section II, we discuss the photo-

absorption on a single nucleon and present a model amplitude.

The structure of the A-h Greens function and the photon-nucleus

amplitude are reviewed in Section III. We discuss the decompo-

sition of the total photoabsorption cross section into partial

cross sections for coherent TT° photoproduction, inelastic ir

production and' ir annihilation. In Section IV, we show results
4

,j for He and compare with the available data. We also present
! results for coherent TT° photoproduction and the transverse

4
response function for inelastic scattering from He. Section V
contains a summary.

II THE PHOTON NUCLEON AMPLITUDE

In our model, Compton scattering from a nucleon

proceeds through intermediate pion production in the TTN s-wave

and 3,3-channels. We first discuss the contribution from the

A. The amplitude has the form

•̂  A — *A '•yNA B W YNA
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where the transverse yNA coupling is given by

G.
rNA- "if « * S

and D(E) is the free A propagator,
D(E) = E-ER + hT{E) = ^f^-(i - ctg633(E)). 633 is the irN

scattering phaseshift. Through the optical theorem, the ima-

ginary part of T T Y is related to pion photoproduction in the
6)

isobar model ' ,

D(E)

To fix the yNA coupling strength, we compare the prediction of

Eq. 3 to the experimental M.+ (3/2) photopion multipole

To reproduce Im M.+(3/2) at resonance, where RG M. + (3/2) = 0,

we obtain G N A/
M
A = -167 f. However, the isobar model cannot

describe the experimental multipole well. For example,

the predicted Im M,+(3/2) always peaks at the resonance, while

the experimental peak is at a lower energy. To obtain a good

fit, we have to include a non-resonant background term in the

3,3 channel. In doing this, we must make sure that we do not

violate Watson's final state theorem . It requires that

the total 3,3 channel photoproduction amplitude has the same

phase, 633/ as the TTN scattering amplitude in this channel.

The isobar part, Eq. 3, automatically fulfills this require-

ment. By letting the pion produced through the non-resonant

term rescatter via the A (Fig. 4a), the background amplitude

also has the phase 633. For the applications below, we collect

the terms containing the A and work with the Born term, T ^ ,
% B

and an isobar term with a "dressed" yNA vertex, F . (see

Fig. 4b). F „,, which is energy dependent and complex, is

defined via

T3^3(E) - {1 + Tj
N(E)GirN(E)} Tj*(E) + T^N(E) (4)

5 TB<E> + 4 (5)
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14)

We follow an approach similar to that of Olsson ' by para

metrizing

and obtain for the full 3,3 photoproduction amplitude

Ty7r = F + F I- s i n * + e1* 1X 3 , 3 %NA yNA1 r ( E ) / 2 D T E F

which satisfies Watson's theorem. We have fit 6 to the form

<J) = — 3 - j degrees,

where q is the pion momentum and a = .222 f~ , a_ = .778 f

This form has the correct low energy behavior and reproduces

the data very well. In terms of the "dressed" yNA vertex, the

3,3 Compton amplitude becomes

T ™ " ̂  *\ + TB ̂ ^ B (8,

The non-3,3 contribution is mainly due to s-wave

charged IT production. We assume the pion production amplitude

to be of the Kroll-Ruderman form

= __§_ 3- li^ {1+ JH)
T {1+ )

S /2ui~ 2M /2k 2M

This is used to obtain through a dispersion integral the

Compton amplitude. We use an off shell form factor proportional
2 2 —1

to (q +Y ) • From a fit to yp •* YP data, we take y = 300 MeV.

Since the Kroll-Ruderman form overestimates the cross section

away from threshold, we multiply the s-wave Cpmpton amplitude
b y 2 2-1

h(E) = (1 + kV3o£) l

With the model described above for the 3,3 and s-wave channel,

we can reproduce the total YP cross section to within a few

percent for kL = 200 - 400 MeV. However, the fit to the cross

section in individual charge channels is poorer.
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III A PROPAGATION IN NUCLEI AND NUCLEAR PHOTOABSORPTION

We first discuss nuclear photoabsorption proceeding

through the isobar. The non-resonant background will be con-

sidered later.

The photon-nucleus amplitude is given by

MA - ^NA GAh

where the effective vertex F ., Eq. 6, is transformed to the

nuclear frame. It produces a coherent sum of A-h configurations.

G., is the many body A-h propagator, which has been studied

extensively in pion scattering :

GAh = ( D ( E ) + ^ h ^ ^ " 1 ( l 0 )

with H A h = yHA + 6W + W + V (10a)

HA - TA + VA + HA-1 ( 1 O b )

The first part of the Ah Greens function is the free Breit-

Wigner denominator, D(E), where E is the energy of the incident

photon. The internal energy available to the A is E - H., where

the A-Hamiltonian is given in Eq. 10b and includes kinetic

energy 'T^, an average binding potential, V., and the hole

energy, H* , . For simplicity we have linearized

D(E - HA) * D(E) - yHA, which yields the first term in the

many body Ah Hamiltonian H.. , Eq. 10a. The second term,6W,

takes into account that the phase space for A -»• irN decay is

reduced in a nucleus. This Pauli blocking quenches the free

isobar width and shifts the resonance position to higher ener-

gy. Intermediate TT propagation with the nucleus in its ground

state is described by w, Fig. 5a.In elastic IT scattering, this

term generates the large elastic width due to coherent multiple

scattering. In Compton scattering or photoabsorption, this term

accounts for coherent ir° photoproduction. It contributes only
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in unnatural parity Ah states. Finally, the A-hole channel can

couple to more complicated intermediate channels. We incorpo-

rate these effects through a complex spreading potential

V fr) = Vr p(r)/p(0) + V T Q yr
2e"yr 2L..S. (11)

The complex parameters, Vc and V g, for the central and spin-

orbit parts have been fitted to pion elastic scattering and
4 15)

are nearly energy independent. For He one obtains

V r « (40 - 35i) MeV, V T C = (-4.6 - 1.81) MeV, u = .25 f"2.

As in pion scattering, we will again interpret this spreading

potential as describing the coupling to the important IT absorp-

tion channel, i.e. to final states with no pion present. An

example is the process shown in Fig. 5b. In calculating the

total photoabsorption cross section from Eq. 8 by using the

optical theorem,

aA = ~ k Im MIY^,k) — £2 (12)
k + M + -

T 2M

we can partition the cross section into the partial cross

sections for the major reaction channels:

Contributions to Im M; ' can come from Im G., and from the on-
A <\, A h

shell part of the loop contained in F v N A (indicated by verti-

cal lines in Fig. 6a) . The latter corresponds to quasifree TTN

production. The partitioning of Im G.. is .shown schematically

in Fig. 6b. The first diagram also contributes to the quasi-

free iiN knockout channel proceeding through the Pauli-blocked

isobar. It is due to the imaginary part of D(E) - yH. - 6W,

Eq. 10 and 10a. The next diagram, due to Im W, yields the

coherent ir° photoproduction partial cross section. The third

diagram in Fig. 6b gives an example for the contributions

contained in Im V in Eq. 10a, which determines the partial

cross section for the it' absorption channel.

The terms we have discussed so far involve photo-

absorption through the isobar. To this we have to add the

non-isobar 3,3 background contribution, corresponding to the

second term in Eq. 8, which proceeds through an intermediate
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irph-state. We calculate this term in impulse approximation by

simply adding the scattering amplitudes from the moving target

nucleons.

In the unnatural parity partial waves, the non-

resonant 3,3 term, T ^ can also contribute to coherent TT°
o

photoproduction (with the target staying in its ground state).

As shown in Fig. 7, the ir° can then excite a Ah state, which

can be treated as a density dependent correction of the

Y •*• Ah vertex. 'We include these effects in our calculations

shown in Section IV.

Finally, we must include the background term due to

the s-wave pion production. Again, we do this in impulse ap-

proximation. At low energies, where this term dominates, Pauli

blocking can be important and we include it via a local Fermi

gas approximation.

IV PHOTOABSORPTION ON 4He

T
Fig. 8 shows the isobar part a., Eq. 12, of the total

4photoabsorption cross section for He. The largest contribution

comes from quasifree TT production (QF) . The quasifree and the

much flatter absorption cross section both peak near the re-

sonance energy of the free A. The coherent ir° cross section

peaks at a lower energy, because it depends on the nuclear

ground state formfactor which drops rapidly with increasing

momentum transfer.

In calculating the photoabsorption cross section,

many body effects enter in two ways. V__, for example, enters
sp

directly by contributing an absorption partial cross section

to the nuclear cross section. But it also enters in the Ah

propagators, G.. , and shadows all reaction channels (Fig. 6b).

These two effects can be seen in Fig. 9, which shows the full

calculation for the 3,3-channel photoabsorption cross section

(solid line) and a calculation with V omitted. At low ener-

gies, inclusion of the absorption channel increases the cross

section,but near resonance shadowing dominates and the cross

section decreases. It is therefore not correct to separately
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add an absorption cross section in a perturbative way. Similar

remarks apply to coherent TT° production.

The short dashed curve (H.) shows a calculation which

only keeps D(E) - yH. in the Ah propagator, Eq. 10, which

accounts for A propagation and binding effects. Inclusion of

the many body terms, SW + W + V - leads to a substantial

broadening and depression of the peak cross section. The long

dashed curve shows the results of omitting the coherent non-

resonant ir° production terms, Fig. 7, which has a large effect

below resonance. (This effect is much smaller for heavier

nuclei.)

Fig. 10 shows our results for the full photoabsorp-
4

tion cross section and the He measurements of the Bonn

group . The total cross section data result from a sizeable

extrapolation of the observed charged hadron yield (also shown)

at five angles. Missed events due to energy cutoffs for charged

hadrons and due to neutral events were estimated by comparing

to a Monte Carlo cascade calculation at three energies for a
9 12

Be, C, Ti and Pb target. By interpolation, these calcula-

tions were then used for other targets and different energies.

The cross section for coherent TT° calculation was calculated

separately and added. (This ignores the shadowing effect dis-

cussed above.)We can use the decomposition of the cross sec-

tion, Section III, to make a rough comparison with the measured

charged hadron yield: we take the full s-wave contribution,

the (3,3)-channel absorption cross section and one third of

the (3,3) quasifree TTN production cross section. We exclude

coherent and quasifree TT° production. Knocked out protons in

the latter case areassumed to have energies below the experi-

mental cutoff of 58 MeV. The agreement of this estimate with

the data is quite good. The total cross section, which is much

more reliably calculated, agrees fairly well with the extra-

polated data below resonance. The calculated peak position is

at a somewhat higher energy and above resonance too much cross

section is predicted.

As a further application of the A-h approach, we have

also calculated the cross section for coherent IT photo-
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production, Fig. 3. Non-resonant contributions were included by

using the dressed yNA vertex, Fig. 4b, and the terms shown in
4

Fig. 7. There exists only one published experiment for He in
the resonance region , obtained by observing the recoiling
4
He target for several recoil energies, !"„ . Two sets of data

are compared to our calculation (crosses) in Fig. 11. The ex-

perimental conditions correspond to TT° production at large

angles, beyond the peak of the differential cross section,

where the cross section drops rapidly to smaller values. For

example, at kL = 300 MeV (experimental uncertainty ± 7 MeV),

the calculated ir° cross section peak is 91 yb at 0 C M = 45°;

the measurement at T a = 1 6 MeV corresponds to 8™. = 82 , at

T^ = 20 MeV to 6nM = 95 . A similar calculation for C ;,He CM
where the differential cross section was measured over a large

angular range at one energy, agrees quite well with the experi-

ment . Coherent TT° photoproduction calculated in the A-h

approach consistently incorporates many body effects on two

levels: by modifying the y,ii production operator and by con-

tributing to the distortion of the outgoing pion. As was shown

in Ref. 6, the many body effects in the production operator,

which are not included in DWIA calculations, are very large for

coherent ir° photoproduction.

Inclusive electron scattering yields the total ab-

sorption cross section for virtual photons. The formalism used

above for real photoabsorption can be applied also to the

transverse nuclear response function, RT(q,a)). Energy transfer,

W, and momentum transfer, q, are independent in electron scat-

tering, w is the relevant parameter for the A-h propagator,

while q determines the structure of the A-h doorways excited
•*• 4

by the virtual photon. Fig. 12 shows RT(q,io) for He, calcu-

lated at q = 500 MeV/c, keeping the elementary.3,3-channel only

(solid line). The dashed curve is the result if V is omitted.

Inclusion of the spreading potential again lowers and broadens

the peak cross section, leading to an increase at low and high

energy transfer. As in our discussion of the absorption of real

photons, we see again that the shadowing effect - or unitarity

constraint - implies that enhancement of the low energy cross
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section by coupling to the absorption channel (e.g. two nucleon

knockout) is accompanied by a sizeable suppression of the A

peak.

V SUMMARY

The isobar hole approach provides a framework for a

consistent description of pion- and photon-induced nuclear

reactions at intermediate energies. In our discussion of photo-

nuclear reactions, we have taken over the description of the

A-nucleuH dynamics used for ir-nucleus scattering: Processes

involving one nucleon-hole were calculated explicitly. More

complicated reactions, e.g. proceeding through channels with

two or more holes, were included by using a phenomenological

spreading potential, which was fit to elastic pion nucleus

scattering. Interpreting this spreading potential again as

mainly describing the coupling to the pion absorption channel,

we have decomposed the total photoabsorption cross section in-

to its major partial cross sections: coherent ir° photoproduc-

tion, quasifree pion production and pion absorption (final

states with no pion present). This partioning of the cross

section was used for a comparison with the measured charged
4

hadron yields for photoabsorption on He. For the total photo-

absorption cross section, which we calculate more reliably,

only the predictions of a Monte Carlo extrapolation from the

charged hadron yield are available. Given the uncertainties

inherent in the extrapolation, there is reasonable agreement

between theory and experiment.

Clearly the use of a local spreading potential to

describe the coupling to more complicated reaction channels

is only an approximation. Many body vertex corrections or, for

example, the distortion of internal pions are not included ex-

plicitly. However, the description of pion scattering using

such a spreading potential with essentially energy independent

parameters has been shown to be quite successful. Since the

photon samples the nuclear interior in a different way than

the pion, photonuclear reactions provide an important indepen-

dent test of the description of A isobar propagation.
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A

In addition to the He data, only very few measurements of

photoabsorption, coherent ir° photopr oduc t ion, photon-nucleus

scattering or electron scattering at energies around the A

resonance have been carried out so far. However, several expe-

rimental programs are under way or planned for the new electron

scattering facilities and should help to advance our under-

standing of the dynamics of A propagation in the nuclear in-

terior .
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ELECTRON SCATTERING AT HIGH MOMENTUM TRANSFER

AND SMALL EXCITATION ENERGY

B. Frois

DPh-N/HE, CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

1. INTRODUCTICN

The description of nuclear structure from the very basic consti-

tuents of nuclear matter is extremely complex. The many body theory is qui-

te successful for 208Pb, because it uses an effective nucleon-nucleon for-

ce to describe the 208 nucleons moving in a mean field. A density depen-

dence has been introduced to take into account correlations in a phenome-

nological way. As a collection of 624 quarks interacting in the framework

of QCD, the description of the properties of 208Pb is just completely out

of reach. In order to understand the nature of the fundamental mechanisms

in a nucleus one has to restrict the study to few nucleons systems where

exact calculations might be tractable.

The study of the few nucleons systems with high energy electrons

is now a leading research direction in nuclear physics, following a tradi-

tion which was started about thirty years ago at Stanford by R. Ifofstadter

[ref. ]. The progress has been continuous since the measurement of the

proton radius, offering striking evidences of subnuclear structure. Today,

nuclear theory has firmly established the mesonic exchange nature of the

nucleon-nucleon interaction. The long range part of the interaction is

well described by the exchange of one pion, while the intermediate part

correspond to the exchange of two pions. But, we are lacking now the un-

derstanding of the short range part. The experimental investigations have

not yet been pushed far enough, Vfe know also very little of three body for-

ces and relativistic effects. To study these problems, high energy elec-

trons present very attractive features. They can determine unambiguously

the structure of charges and currents at the smallest distances. They pene-

trate completely in the nucleus, transferring very high momenta with only a
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t small perturbation. The scattering process is fully interpretable inaquan-

j titative way, because of the existence of the electromagnetic gauge. These

are remarkable advantages to single out the various nuclear effects at ve-

ry small distances.

The form factors of nuclei can be determined in the simplest way,

by measuring the cross section at a given scattering angle and varying the

' momentum transfer, either by a change of the scattering angle or by a chan-

ge in energy. At forward angles the longitudinal form factors are dominant,

while they are much smaller than the transverse form factors at backward

angles, close to 180 degrees. One measures usually a combination of both

form factors which have to be separated by a series of measurements combi-

ning different incident energies and scattering angles for the same momsn-

, turn transfer.

The spatial distribution of nuclear charges and currents can be

determined very accurately only if a sufficiently high incident energy is

available. It is then just a question of having the possibility of measu-

ring the small cross sections at very high momentum transfers, which are

required to investigate phenomena at small distances. To determine the

shape of heavy nuclei, an incident energy of 500 MeV is sufficient. But,

since the size of light nuclei are much smaller, their form factor decre-

ase more slowly and their diffraction minima are more widely separated. A

higher energy will be required to study their structure, and the effects of

meson exchange currents. Even more energy will be required to find quark

degrees of freedom. For such a research program, it will be necessary to

build a new kind of accelerator of energy higher than 2 GeV, and 100 % duty

cycle with a good energy resolution. At present, very high energies are

available at SLAC but unfortunately with a poor energy resolution. At Sa-

clay, our linear accelerator is limited in energy to 720 MeV, but it has

excellent energy resolution -=- ̂  10"1* and cross sections of the order of

10~3 8 cnr/sr are routinely measured. With this experimental facility, we

can explore a momentum transfer range ideal to study magnetic form factors,

where the effects of isovector meson exchanges are dominant such as in the

cases of 3He and 3H and in the electrodisintegration of deuterium.
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In this talk, I will present a brief report on the experimental

knowledge of the form factors of deuterium, tritium and helium-3. I will

also present the projects which are being carried outatSaclay by our group.

; The details of our future tritium target will be reported in a following

talk by J.M. Cavedon. The existing results will be compared to theoretical

predictions, without presenting again the theoretical frameworks which have

,i been already defined by the previous speakers at this conference.

2. ELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM DEUTERIUM

The deuteron is the simplest bound system, therefore the determi-

nation of its wave function is essential. We have known for many years the

.; basic static properties of the deuteron, binding energy, magnetic dipole

.• and electric quadrupole moments. But these quantities are only integral

'\ quantities of the wave function and it is very difficult to disentangle the

effects of the percentage of D state and meson exchange currents from the

other theoretical uncertainties. The measurement of the form factors of

deuterium are much more sensitive to all these effects.

The unpolarized cross section for elastic electron deuterium

cross section is given by the expression

A(q2) and B(q2) are the structure functions of deuterium. They can be ex-

pressed in terms of the charge, quadrupole, and magnetic form factors Go,

G2, G1 by

A(q2) = G2 + | n2 G2
2 + | n G2

B(q2) = | n ( l + n)

4M2d

Fig. 1 show the present experimental knowledge of the structure
2)functions of deuterium. The experiment of Arnold et al. ' has determined
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Fig. 1 - The structure functions

of deuterium from ref. 11.

A(q ) up to q = 100 fm~2. This

experiment is one of the strong

evidence that at these very high

momentum transfers one has reached

quark degrees of freedom. In the

constituent model one expect that

the form factors A and B will fol-

low asymptotically :

2(n-1)
io

where n is the number of consti-

tuents : n = 3 for the proton and

n=6 for the deuteron give reasona-

ble fits to the experimental data, which correspond exactly to the expected

quark number. However there are several theoretical problems and this pic-

ture does not reproduce correctly the spin observables in NN sacttering.

3)
In a recent review paper,Chemtob has discussed the perturbative

QCD approach. He has emphasized that there are extemely severe technical

limitations. For deuteron form factors an enormous number of diagrams

(103 ^ 101*) has to be considered. Simplifications must be made motivating

a description based on the quark interchange mechanism, disregarding enti-
f 11 1 0

rely gluon exchanges. Corrections to the form — are found to be large,
(.q )

but they cannot be tested, due to the ignorance of the asymptotic normali-

zation. Chembob has also considered a simplified version of the constituent
4)

interchange model, the core parton model initiated by Gunion et. al. . The

nucleon form factor is well fitted by a value of the quark mass equaling

one third of the nucleon mass. However in the spinless core model the

theoretical calculation is not in good agreanent with the data (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 - Spinless core model predic-

tion for the form factors of proton

(up) and deuteron (down). The small

dashed line is the irrpulse approxima-

tion (IA). The long dashed line is the

quarks interchange prediction (QI).

This description allows the descrip-

tion of more observables in a tracta- -

ble way. But there are many parameters. ^

Further developments of the perturba-

tive approach of QCD will be needed

before the emergence of a consistent

picture.

From the point of view of con-

ventional nuclear physics A(q2) and

B(q2) are sensitive to different fea-

tures. Fig. 3 shows the contributions

of the different form factors to the

structure function A(q ) in the Reid

Soft Core (RSC) potential. Up to 100 for2 the magnetic contribution is

small and the structure function is dominated by a combination of the char-

ge and quadrupole form factors. Arnold, Carlson and Gross ' have investi-

gated in great details the effects of various deuteron models and also rela-

tivistic corrections. They obtain theoretical predictions which are always

too small up to a factor 10 at q ^ 100 fm~2. They have shown that the in-

terpretation of this disagreement is hard, because the neutron electric

form factor is poorly known. A value of GEN twice the one of the proton

form factor at 100 fin"2 would enable to fit the data. They have assumed

in their calculation that the spectator nucleon is on shell. Recently,

Bhalerao and Gurvitz have found a much better agreement with the data in

a consistent treatment based on the Bethe-Salpeter equation. They have

found that the off shell contribution of the spectator nucleon has the same

weight as the on shell part. Their results is shown in Fig. 4.
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Deuteron A(q 2 )
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Contributions to A(q2)

— A(q2)
Charge
Quadrupole
Magnetic

Fig- 3 - "The contributions of the

charge, quadrupole and magnetic form

factors to the structure function

A(qz) of deuterium, from ref. 12.

At lower mcmentum transfers the ac-

curacy of the data needs improvement for a

meaningful comparison with theory. Fig. 5

shows the existing data up to q2 = 40 fm~2

compared to a calculation including meson

exchange effects by Gari ' with the Reid

soft core potential. It is not possible to

draw at present any conclusion in this mo-

mentum range because of the large theore-

tical and experimental uncertainties.

The situation is today about the

same for B(q2). All the data are shown in

Fig. 6, together with a prediction of Ga-

ri '. The data are not sufficiently accurate to allow a useful comparison

with theory. It is just after q = 18 fm~2 that the differences between va-

rious potentials will be important and precisely there is a complete lack

2 3 4

qZ(CeV/c)2

Fig. 4 - Predictions of

A(q ) from ref. 6 for Reid

soft core (a) and Hamada-

Johnston hard core (b) wave

functions. Dotted and dash-

dotted curves for spectator

and struck nucleon on mass

shell, respectively. Dashed

curve in for nonrelativistic

calculation.
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learn about the nucleon-nucleon

potential. We have proposed at

Saclay an experiment up to 30

fin"2. We would like also to im-
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fm-2.

Fig. 6 - The structure function

B(q2). Comparison of the experi-

mental data to the theoretical

prediction of Gari and Hyuga7)

Fig. 5 - The structure func-

tion A(q2) of deuterium for

momentum transfers lower than

q2 = 40 fm~2. The solid line

is a theoretical prediction

from Gari7).

of data in this region. B(q2)

is extremely sensitive to the

D state percentage in the

deuteron wave function as

shown in Fig. 7, but rather

insensitive to the neutron

from factor for q2 < 40 fnf2.

This makes the study of B(q2)

especially interesting to
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Fig. 7 - The predictions of different potentials for the structure function

B(q2)

3. ELEXJERCOISINTBGRATION OF DEUTERIUM AT THRESHOLD

In the previous discussion, the effects of meson exchange are

small. This is caused by the isoscalar nature of the deuteron wave-func-

tion. As the main contribution of the meson exchange current is isovector

it does not appear in A(q2) and B(q2). However in the electrodisintegra-

tion at threshold and backward angle the process is dominated by an Ml tran-

sition, with an extremely large contribution from meson exchange currents.

This electrodisintegration of deuterium is the inverse process of the ra-

diative capture :

n + p -»• d + y •

This reaction was showing a JO % discrepancy between theory and

experiment which was resolved by Riska and Brown ' in 1970 by the introduc-
9)tion of a one-pion exchange. Hockert et al. ' have shown in 1973 that the
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electrodisintegration form factor at threshold is dominated by MEC because

of a strong destructive interference between the 3D - *S and 3S - *S tran-

sitions. In the region of the minimum of the nuclear contribution qz ̂  11

fm~2, the meson exchange effects are a factor 10 higher. It is the inverse

situation of the radiative capture. Here the nuclear term is only 10 % of

the total cross section. Fig. 8

shows the various contributions

to the cross section calculated

by Arenhovel in the region

of the minimum of the impulse

approximation. The 1SQ resonan-

ce near threshold appears cle-

arly when meson exchange effects

are taken into account. The ma-

jor contribution to the cross

section comes from the exchange

of one pion in the pair term and

the pion current. The effect of

the terms including isobar is

small. An experiment has been

carried out recently at Saclay
13)

by Bernheim et al. which com-

pletes nicely the work of Simon
14)et al. at Mainz. The Saclay

experiment has measured at a

scattering angle of 155° the re-

gion between 6 to 19 fm~2 while

the Mainz measurement has cove-

red a range of momentum trans-

fers up to 4 fm~2. The results

i k = 410 MeV/c
0e=155°

N

Fig. 8 - The electrodisintegration cross

section of deuterium in the region of

the diffraction minimum of the impulse

approximation (N) as predicted by H.

Arenhovelxw/. The solid line is the total cross section. The dash-dotted

line takes into account pion and isobar current effects. The dashed line

neglects the effect of isobars. The full line takes into account all ex-

change effects.

,10)
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Fig. 9-The electrodisintegration cross

section of deuterium at threshold inte-

grated up to 3 MeV. The line labeled IA

correspond only to a one body contribu-

tion. The dashed line IA+MEC includes

the effect of pion exchange. The solid

line (IC) includes also the effect of

isobars.

integrated from threshold to 3 MeV

above threshold are shown in Fig.

9 together with the theoretical

predictions of Arenhovel '. The

agreement of theory with the data

up to 10 fm~2 can be considered

as excellent confirming earlier
20 21)

work ' .At higher momentum

transfers a systematic disagree-

ment occurs which increases with

q. In a calculation by Soitmer

exchange currents from the pion,

vector mesons and mixed p ir y and

to IT y have been taken into ac-

count. Soniner has also investiga-

ted the influence of the NN po-

tential. Up to 19 fin"2 the diffe-

rence between the predictions of

various potentials is small. But,

the effect of the p meson is lar-

ge and can bring the theory in

agreement with the data and it

cannot be neglected. From the pre-

sent situation it is difficult to

draw any final conclusion. The

calculations have to be extended

and thoroughly checked. On the

other hand, the experimental da-

ta have not been measured to suf-
ficiently high momentum transfers. We have proposed to continue this expe-

riment at Saclay up to 30 fm~2,but with a complete longitudinal to transverse

separation as in the work of Simon et al. . At 155° the longitudinal con-

tribution is small, lower than 3 % up to 20 fm"2. So a combination of mea-

surements at forward and backward angles will be able to separate quite
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well the longitudinal from the transverse form factors. The combination of

our future measurements on B(q2) and the d(e,e') form factor at threshold

should be able to single out the nuclear and the various meson exchange

effects.

16}Rho and Brown have stressed an important consequence of these

results. Up to q2 ^ 15 fm~2 the simple one pion exchange two body current

works remarkably well in fitting the data. They find that the iiost plausible

reason is the chiral symmetry in nucleus dynamics. In this framework one

derives the soft-pion theorems which have been found to provide calcula-

tions in remarkable agreement with experimental data. However, these theo-

rems are strictly valid only at small momentum transfers. The surprise of

the electrodisintegration experiment is that soft pion terms are sufficient

up to very large monisntum transfers. An anticorrelation may be the cause of

the suppression of the higher covariant derivatives. This is a most inte-

resting point because of the possible impact on quark bag models. This sug-

gest that it would be sufficient to take into account chirality in the bag

description to the lowest order of covariant derivatives.

Quarks would be confined in a little bag of radius of the order of

0.5 fm surrounded by a pion cloud ' . When two bags start to overlap,

the pion cloud vanishes and is eventually replaced by other degrees of

freedom.

Independantly from this approach which is based on exchange cur-
19)rents, Shuryak has investigated the theory of power corrections to deep

inelastic scattering in QCD. He finds that one can associate with the break-

down of chiral symmetry a new scale that he calls the constituent quark

scale of the order of 0.25 to 0.5 fm : Shuryak suggests that a phase tran-

sition, where the interaction generating chiral symmetry breaking will

disappear, takes place when the two constituents overlap in space. He finds

that many observations are compatible with such a substructure inside or-

dinary hadrons several times smaller than the sizes of the hadrons them-

selves. This is in perfect agreement with a little bag with a pion cloud

which vanishes when two bags are overlapping.
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One of the problem that still remains is then the region of the

phase transition. It is clear that with higher momentum transfer data a

from the electrodisintegration of deuterium at threshold one could map out,

experimentally the effects of such a phase transition. The forthcoming ex-

periment at Saclay will perhaps be limited by the maximum energy of 700 MeV

which is available. It is typically one of these experiments that would

need a much higher energy and would justify a new type of accelerator.

4. ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM THE THREE NUCLEONS GROUND STATE

Helium-3 and tritium are the only three nucleons bound systems.

They are the two members of an isospin doublet T = •=-. From the point of

view of electron scattering they offer one of the most exciting possible

studies. Because they are mirror nuclei, the comparison of their change

and magnetic form factors would enable us to disentangle the isospin struc-

ture of the nuclear part and of the meson exchange currents. Recent experi-

ments have determined quite well the 3He charge and magnetic form factor,

but there has been very little progress in the knowledge of the tritium

form factors. So a direct comparison is not yet possible. A new experiment

has been proposed at Saclay to measure the tritium charge and magnetic

elastic form factors. But, it will not be realized before the beginning of

1983.

The cross section can be decomposed in the two structure functions

A(qz) and B(q2) :

defining the magnetic moment y and n = q2/4M where M is the nucleus mass

2) = 2 n y2B(q2) = 2 n y

The structure function A(q2) has been determined up to 80 fm~2 by
22)several experiments . Fig. 10 shows the experimental data together with
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iss

Fig. 10 - The structure function

A(q2) of 3He.

a theoretical prediction from Ka-
23)tayama et al. obtained by a va-

riational method. The dashed line

is the magnetic contribution,

while the dotted line is the char-

ge contribution. One should note

that the magnetic part is extreme-

ly important and that it complete-

ly dominates the cross section af-

ter 60 fm~2. It follows that the

comparison of these data to sim-

ply a charge form factor is not

appropriate. It is clear from this

comparison that there is between

the two diffraction minima of the charge form factor a very large discre-

pancy between theory and experiment. This discrepancy is found with all

the potentials and all the existing numerical methods used to solve the

three body bound state problem.

The problem is complex because the meson exchange current contri-

butions are isoscalar and of the same order as relativistic corrections. A
24)recent calculation by Hadjimichael, Bornais and Goulard has taken into

account mesonic-exchange currents including isobar currents, the spin-orbit
25)

and Darwin-Foldy relativistic corrections with the Grenoble ' wave func-

tions taking into account the effect of a three body force into the reso-

lution of the Faddeev equations in configuration space., They have also ta-

ken into account a 3 % A admixture and a p exchange seagull term, inclu-

ding hadronic form factors at all vertices. Their result with the Sprung-

De Toureil interaction, the Blatnik model for the nucleon form factors is

shown in Fig. 11.
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10

Fig. 11 - Charge form factor

of 3He.

The agreement with

the data is now excellent in

the region of the second ma-

ximum of diffraction. The

large mesonic exchange con- "̂

tribution is responsable for ^

the major improvement. Howe- u-

ver, it should be remembered

that these isoscalar proces-

ses are not so firmly esta-

blished, because there is no

low energy theorems, since

these processes vanish at

q=0. So, there is a certain

model dependence which is

theoretically extremely dif-

ficult to evaluate with precision. But, it is clear that shows defjmtely

that the interpretation in configuration space is misleading because it

depends largely on the effects that one subtracts before making a Fourier

transform to extract a point nucleon density. It seems much more appro-

priate to discuss in q space, where the data have been measured, for a

quantitative comparison with theory.

The charge form factor of 3H is very poorlu known. The momentum

transfer has not been increased since 1965. Fig. 12 shows the data of
26)

Collard et al. . One has a superb demonstration of the need for high mo-

mentum transfer data.

The magnetic forai factor of 3He is as the electrodisintegration

of deuterium a remarkable testing ground for isovector mesonic exchange

current*!. Due to a destructive S-D interference the impulse approximation
fails completely to explain the data. It was shown by Barroso and Hadji-

27michael ) that pion exchange currents are completely dominating this form

IA
MEC

IA+MEC

with 3 body force
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15 20
q2(fm2)

factor. The existing data up to

last year were not accurate

enough to locate the position of

the diffraction minimum

Fig. 12 - The charge form fac-
,32)

tor of tritium'

from Collard et al.

The data are
26)

An experiment has been recently

carried out at Saclay by Cave-
2ft\

don et al. ' in the momentum

range 7 $ q $ 32 for2. Fig. 13

shows these new data together,

with the new data of Dunn et
29)

al. ' taken at MIT-Bates labo-

ratory. The Bates data Fig. 14

are extremely accurate and de-termine a magnetic radius rM = 1.935 fm. On Fig. 13 the one body current
25)has been determined by Torre ' with the Grenoble wave functions. The full

line is a calculation of Bornais, Goulard and Hadjimichael similar in
24)

structure to the one described in ref. . Here, it does not take into ac-

count the effects of a three body force which are found in this case to be

small.

At high momentum transfer there is a small disagreement with

theory. But, up to 10 fm~2, there is an excellent agreement. It is proba-

bly the same effect that in the electrodisintegration of deuterium. The

meson exchange currents which are dominant are the same soft pion terms.

These results confirm that these meson exchange effects are extremely well

understood. The disagreement at higher momentum transfer is difficult to

interpret without the same data for tritium. It is a region where the mo-

dels used for the hadronic form factors and the heavy meson terms may play

an important role. There might be also the effect of some relativistic
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10° -

u.

SACLAY 81

o MIT - BATES .80

One body current

One body current + MEC

N T 8 =•

Fig. 13 - The magnetic form factor of 3He as determined by the new data of

Cavedon et al.28>.

corrections. Riska has analyzed in great detail the effect of the p meson.

He has shown that this meson plays a large role. The pion pair current ef-

fect is enhanced while the A33 pion exchange term will be strongly reduced.

Hie position of the minimum with only the pion terms without form factors

is found at 25 fm~2 while it is brought back at 18 fm~2 when the exchange

and the hadronic form factors are taken into account.
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JH» MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

rM • 1.935 fm

»-»

Ttnory
Bat« Fit
HEPL Fit

8 9 K>

Fig. 14 - The new measurements of

Dunn et al. of the magnetic form

factor of 3He 2 9 ).

From the experimental

point of view, the determina-

tion of the magnetic form fac-

tor of 3He has reached the li-

mits of present experimental

equipment. The MIT data have

been extremely carefully mea-

sured with an absolute normali-

zation determined with respect

to hydrogen cross sections which

are known to 1 %. They supersede

now the previous data up to 11

fm~2. The Saclay data at the

higher momentum transfers have an accuracy which is limited by counting ra-

te only. The corresponding cross sections are of the order of 10~38 ctn̂ /sr

only a few events were measured per day, the experiment has taken 4 weeks

of beam time. In order to enhance as much possible the magnetic cross sec-

tion the data were taken at 155°, the maximum angle of the magnetic spec-

trometer. The target was a 15 cm diameter gas target, cooled at liquid hy-

drogen temperature under a pressure of 12 atmospheres. The windows were not

seen by the spectrometer and no background was observed. Up to 35 yA beam

current was used. The maximum momentum transfer has been limited by the

maximum available incident energy of the linear accelerator (E=700 MeV).

So, the next improvement possible for the measurement of the magnetic form

factor of 3He, would be to continue this experiment with a higher energy

accelerator. In the region of the diffraction minimum, the large uncer-

tainty cannot be improved. It is due to the subtraction of the charge con-

tribution which is very large. At first sight it would be a good idea to

use a scattering angle of 180°. In fact it is not possible, because one

would be flooded by the counting rate from the quasielastic scattering

events which occur in the stanless steel windows.
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5. CONCLUSION

The progress of electron scattering from the few-nucleon systems

has been considerable since 1975. The increased range of momentum transfer

has given a glimpse of a new field in nuclear physics : the transition

from pion exchanges to quark degrees of freedom. The experiments have esta-

blished definitively the validity of the meson exchange currents and of the

low energy theorems. There is certainly a need for theoretical improvements.

For example,we are fully aware that if there are three body forces, there

should be exchange corrections associated to satisfy gauge invariance. But

we know that the existence of new data is stimulating a new generation of

theoretical calculations which are now in progress. The next years will see

very exciting new developments in this field. The contribution of the ex-

periment on the electrodisintegration on deuterium and the future experi-

ments on tritium and the polarization experiments on deuterium should be

very important steps in this direction.
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DEUTERON PHOTODISINTEGRATION

B. Craft

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts U.S.A.

An experiment is being conducted at the MIT-Bates

Linear Accelerator to measure the deuteron photodisintegration

cross section. To date, this experiment has measured the

cross section at the lab angles of 40, 90, 14 0 and 160

degrees for photon energy from 50 through 360 MeV. Within the

next six months, we plan to run this experiment at the addi-

tional angles of 20, 60, and 120 degrees. The projected final

uncertainty is 5 to 8 percent, statistical plus systematic,

for bins 10 MeV wide in photon energy.

This experiment utilizes a .03 radiation length

aluminum radiator located 10cm from the target. The full an-

gular distribution of photons along with the straggled elec-

tron beam is incident on the target.

The photo-protons are detected using the 900 MeV/c

magnetic spectrometer which has a solid angle of 1.5msr. The

spectrometer is equipped with wire chambers at the focal

plane, for momentum determination, followed by a stack of

plastic scintillators which form the trigger. The scintilla-

tors are also used for particle identification.

The target is gasseous deuterium at a density of from

2.0 to 2.6 moles/liter. This is achieved by operating the

target at approximately 120psia and 45°K. The target cell has

circular symmetry in the scattering plane, its radius is 1.5
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inches, and its useful vertical extent is 3 inches. The cell

wail, through which photons, electrons, and protons must pass,

is 1.25mil "Elgaloy" (an alloy very similar to "Havar"). The

portion of the target viewed by the spectrometer is defined

by a pair of slits located 15cm from the target.

Data are taken in overlapping spectrometer bites and

for each bite, in radiator-in/radiator-out pairs to allow

accurate subtraction of the electrodisintegration yield. Also

from 3 to 5 incident electron energies are required at each

angle to avoid contamination from reactions involving pion

production. This also allows the redundant determination of

some points using different incident electron energies.

Auxiliary measurements of H(e,p)e, H(YrP)ir°; D(e,d)e,

and D(y,d)7r° are performed to allow verification of solid-

angle, target density, and photon flux.
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3He(y,d)p AND A TEST OF TIME REVERSAL INVARIANCE

D.I. Sober*>a, W.J. Briscoe**, H. Crannell*, D.H. Fitzgerald**,

R. Goloskie***, B.M.K. Nefkens** and W.W. Sapp Jr.****

Catholic University*, U.C.L.A.**, Worcester Polytechnic

Institute***, M.I.T.****

The two-body photodisintegration of He is an attractive

reaction with which to test time reversal invariance of the

electromagnetic interaction at intermediate energies by means

of a detailed-balance comparison with the inverse process.

Measurements of both He(y,d)p ~ and d(p,y) He ~ have been

performed, but the discrepancies among the photodisintegration
1—4measurements have been so large as to make no clear

comparison possible.

In attempt to clarify the situation we have performed a

new measurement of He(Y/d)p at the M.I.T. Bates Linear

Accelerator. This measurement differs from its predecessors

in several important ways. An uncollimated bremsstrahlung beam

produced 10 cm upstream, was incident on a high-pressure gas

target operated at liquid nitrogen temperature. Deuterons were

momentum-analyzed using the Bates high-resolution spectrometer,

and identified by means of simultaneous pulse height measurem-

ents in four plastic scintillation counters. Final event

selection was made by off-line computer reconstruction of

individual events.
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Data were taken during October 1981. We measured cross

sections at laboratory deuteron angles of 72° and 103°,

corresponding to proton angles of 90 and 60° in the center of

mass. At each angle, cross sections were obtained for photon

energies between 200 and 340 MeVf with data taken at four

different bremsstrahlung endpoint energies to assure consider-

able redundancy. The normalization of the experiment was

checked by performing measurements of elastic electron

scattering from He and of deuteron photodisintegration. Both

tests were in good agreement with accepted measurements.

While considerable re-analysis remains to be done, the

preliminary results of our experiment do not appear to indicate

as large an apparent violation of detailed balance as is

implied by other recent measurements.
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STATUS REPORT ON 3 H e ( e , e ' ) AT MAINZ

C.Ottermann, V.Tornow, Chr.Schmitt, K.Maurer, C.Olaineck, K.Rohrich and

V.Walther
Institut flir Kernphysik, Univ.Mainz, 6500 Mainz

The experiments are performed with the electron accelerator of
the University of Mainz. The incomming beam (100 MeV < Ej < 350 MeV) has
a typical momentum-spread of Ap/p ^0.1 %. We used a high presure normal
temperature gas target system (p ̂  10 bar) |1|. The elastic e- He cross
sections are measured relative to e-p cross sections, which are known
with high precis ion |2|. Therefore the normalisation error of our e- He
cross section is 0.8 %. We try to separate the two structure functions of
the e- He cross sections by Rosenbluth-plots

m^'Q) ' a§>, = A(q2) + B(q2) ' tan2 e/2-
Fig.l shows a preliminary result. The present analysis is in a good
agreement within the errors as compared to the results of P.Dunn |3|.

3
We have calculated He(e,e')-elastic cross sections with Faddeev-

wave functions using RSC- and Paris-potentials. Fig.2 shows a comparison
between the calculations and the experimental cross sections. The devia-
tions are probably coming from MEC and IC contributions, which are neg-
lected in the calculations. We have also measured inelastic He(e,e')
cross sections. Fig.3 shows an uncorrected spectrum and the measured
background from an empty target-cell. We are able to separate clearly the
break-up-reactions.

For an experiment on He with a polarised incoming beam we have
calculated the parity-violation of the weak-interaction by a ZQ-boson-
exchange. The results are shown in Fig.4. The different sign of the asym-
metry for the Paris- and RSC-potential comes from the difference in the
position of the minimum of the magnetic formfactor for the two calcula-
tions.
|1| G.G.Simon,Chr.Schmitt.F.Borkowski.C.Ottermann,V.H.Waither.D.Bender,

and A.von Gunten : Nucl.Instr. & Meth. 158 (1979) 185
|2| G.G.Simon, Chr.Schmitt,F.Borkowski and VTFT.Walther: Nucl.Phys.

A 333 (1980) 381
|3| P.C.Dunn, thesis, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1980
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE DESIGN OF A TRITIUM

TARGET FOR THE SACIAY 700 MeV LINAC

J.-M. Cavedon

DPh-N/HE, CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

I would like to report here briefly on a liquid tritium target

that we are designing at Saclay. Our primary aim is to determine the magne-

tic form factor of 3H up to q2 = 30 fnf2. This single-arm electron scatte-

ring experiment is the natural complement of our recent measurement of

Fm(q2) for 3He, its mirror nucleus. The old and obvious idea of comparing

the electromagnetic properties of the two trinucleon systems has not yet

been fully realized experimentally. This is due to the infortunate natural

radioactivity of tritium, which demands high level safety precautions. For

our target, we have chosen to limit the amount of tritium in the system to

one gram, i.e. an activity of 10 kCi.

Our tritium target is being designed exclusively for single-arm

electron scattering experiments, with reasonable beam intensities (10 to

30 yA) and scattering angles between 25 and 155 degrees. This should allow

to measure the elastic, inelastic and deep inelastic scattering of elec-

trons, including the 2 and 3-body break-up if a sufficient energy resolu-

tion can be achieved. The lindted amount of tritium available forces us to

work with a well collimated beam : the target cylinder has a diameter of

10 mm. We want to reduce as much as possible the background originating

from the windows of the target, in order to benefit from the very low back-

ground level available in the AI£ electron hall. In order to improve the

signal to noise ratio obtained with previous tritium targets, we have aban-

doned the former solution of high pressure gas targets with rather thick

windows (P = 200 atm, e = 0.75 inn), for a liquid tritium target with in-

creased density, lower pressure and thinner windows (T = 25 K, P < 20 atm,

e = 0.05 mm). The tritium vessel is sealed, with exclusion of any handling

or pumping of radioactive fluid during the target operation. This is obtai-

ned in the following way :
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- the sealed volume is composed of two distinct bodies, connected by a small

tube. The first part is a 4 cnr* cigar-shaped target cell. The larger body

acts as an expansion vessel. Each vessel can be brought separately to a

different temperature, and this is what allows the changes on the thermo-

dynamical state of the tritium fluid„ The target has two states :

- The "out of beam" state, where both vessels are at room temperature. The

whole volume (200 cm ) is filled with gaseous tritium at 20 atmospheres.

- The "in beam" state, where the target cell only is brought to a cryoge-

nic temperature (T = 25 K), while the expansion vessel is kept at T = 300 K.

The thermodynamic study shows that most cf the tritium liquefies into the

target cell, the residual gas in the hot expansion vessel acting as a pis-

ton towards the small cell. The final pressure is of 3 atm. The cooling is

made by solid conduction through the wall of the target cell ; this allows

the liquefaction without handling of the fluid. The Fig. la and lb show

the two states of the target. The Fig. 2 sketches the whole set of succes-

sive containment vessels that will surround the target, and allow for safe

road transportation and handling. The operational safety procedure inclu-

des the filling of the target in a laboratory dedicated to tritium hand-

ling, transportation to the ALS electron hall and immediate return of the

target after the experiment for emptying. The experiment is tentatively

scheduled for the spring of 1983.
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(b)

Fig. 1 - The two states of the sealed target : a) out of operation ;

b) in operation.
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Fig. 2 - The tritiun target with its safety envelopes : there are always

four. concentric envelopes, during transportation and during normal opera-

tion. The outer rigid transport vessel can be separated in taro parts by

remote control, in order to let the beam go through the thin membranes of

the inner envelopes.
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